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,åbstraat

This thesis describes the use of correlation spectroscopy to study the

propagation of sound though strongly scattering materials, and demonstrates the

feasibility of a novel acoustic probe for studying the dynamics of such materials.

Although extensively used in light scattering, the measurement and use of

correlation functions in acoustic experiments has generally been overlooked, and has

not been applied to materials in which the acoustic waves are scattered many times

within the medium. We use this approach to investigate some fundamental issues

of how sound propagates through this type of material and to show how dynamic

information in the material can be measured in the presence of strong multiple

scattering even though traditional acoustic imaging is no longer possible.

We first report our measurements and analysis of frequency correlations,

which is a powerful method used to understand multiple scattering and diffusion in

strongly disordered media. A new method is described for measuring the frequency

correlation function that exploits the ability of sound scattering experiments to

measure both the amplitude and phase of the detected signals. Comparison of our

data with theory gives new information on the evolution from ballistic to diffusive

propagation in strongly scattering media and gives additional information on the

fundamental parameters that describe the diffusive transport of sound.

Next we study spatial correlations in strongly scattering media. We measure

the average speckle size in the near field and confirm the validity of our

experimental technique for accurately measuring the scattered sound field at

ultrasonic frequencies.



Finally, we describe the development of a new ultrasonic technique, which we

call Diffusing Acoustic Wave Spectroscopy, for probing the dynamics of particulate

suspensions that scatter acoustic waves very strongly. By exploiting the diffusion

approximation to describe the propagation of the multiply scattered sound, as is

done in the analogous optical technique of Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy, the motion

of the scattering particles is determined from the autocorrelation function of the

temporal fluctuations of the scattered ultrasonic waves. We have used this

technique to measure the temporal evolution of the mean squaïe displacement of

glass beads suspended in a fluidized bed.
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Although sound plays a fundamental part of our everyday lives, our

comprehension of its interaction with matter has generally been limited to regimes

where scattering is relatively weak. Recent developments are enabling us to begin

to understand how a sound wave propagates through a multiply scattering medium

and to use this understanding to develop new probes of these types of systems.

Sound is a classical wave and, as such, is an example of a broad class of

waves; this class also includes electromagnetic radiation. The propagation of all

classical waves obey the same physical laws, thus we are able to build on the

foundations established by researchers studying the interaction of photons and

matter in this study of correlations in the acoustic propagation of sound through

strongly scattering, disordered media.

L" X. Wistøry

Initial investigations of electromagnetic wave propagation in strongly

scattering media began before the turn of this century with Lord Rayleigh [1]. Since

that time, research has largely been focused on work in the single scattering regime,

with considerable research having been done in the area of quasi-elastic-light-

scattering (QELÐ. This again is limited to the weak scattering limit, but significant

inroads into the multiple or strongly scattering regime have been made with the

realization that the propagation of tight can be modeled as a random walk through

the media [2]. This enables photon transport in strongly scattering materials to be



described as a diffusive process [3], subject to the condition that the sample size t is

much greater than the transport mean free path I [4]. This model has proved very

successful in describing such diverse behavior as correlations of the transmitted

intensity with variations in incident frequency [5], angle of the sample [6], or

positions of the scatterers [7,8]. This last development has been the basis for an

extension of SELS to the strong scattering regime, called Diffusing Wave

Spectroscopy, (DWÐ [8,9]. A study of these types of correlations, using sound as the

classical wave, is the focus of this thesis.

L"2 Bøekgrøwwd

The work discussed in the previous section dealt with the scattering of

electromagnetic waves with matter but the underlying physics of wave propagation

is common to all types of classical waves. Therefore the knowledge gained from

these studies of electromagnetÍc waves can also be extended to acoustic waves, and

this could lead to many practical applications. Traditionally measurements of the

attenuation and velocity of sound have been used as sensitive probes of the material

through which the sound propagates. These probes, however, have for the most part

been limited to materials where little or no scattering is present. Many materials of

interest scatter sound strongly, providing a practical impetus for extending the use

of the diffusion approximation, developed for light in such media, to the propagation

of sound waves. Recently, multiply scattered sound has been shown to obey the

diffusion approximation [10]. We use this result as a starting point and continue to



explore the application of the diffusion approximation to the study of sound

propagation in multiply scattering media.

Before going on to an outline of the work contained in this thesis, we give

defrnitions of two terms frequently encountered in this study: speckle pattern and

multiple scattering

A¡r acoustic speckle pattern, Fig. 1.1, refers to the fluctuations in intensity of

sound generated by transmission of ultrasonic waves through a disordered

scattering medium. This is analogous to the more common speckle pattern

associated with studies of laser light. A speckle is a complex interference pattern of

the elastically scattered wave [11], with structure dependent upon the randomness

of the medium. A speckle pattern is a sample specifrc property and as such is a

representation of all scattering centres in the medium even though they may appear

to be randomly distributed.

When we refer to a multiply scattering medium, we are specifying a situation

where the sample thickness Z is much greater than the scattering mean free path L

This is in contrast to the opposite case where the sample thickness is of the same

magnitude as I and an incident wave will suffer a single, or no, elastic scattering

event before leaving the medium. This weak scattering limit is called the Born

regime [1I]. In the nruItíply scattering regime, however, the incident wave is

scattered many times before emerging.





ß"8 úw,tl,i,we øf T&øesås

Our purpose is to investigate various coruelations in sound intensity and field

transmitted through a disordered medium. In essence we are analyzing acoustic

speckle patterns. The correlations in which we are interested are those arising from

the frequency fluctuations of the transmitted sound waves (frequency correlati,on),

the spatial fluctuations (spatial correlation), and the temporal fluctuations (temporal

comelation). In the first two cases the scatterers are static, but in the third case \Me

are interested in the fluctuations of transmitted sound arising from motion of the

scatterers.

This effectively separates the experiments into three main parts, each part

dealing with a specific correlation function. The thesis is organized into five

sections, introduction {section 1} , theory {section 2}, apparatus & procedure {section

3), results & analysis {section 4}, and conclusions {section 5}. Each of these sections

is subdivided into three parts, each part dealing with a specific correlation function.

We first discuss the theory specific to the analysis of each of the three

correlation functions beginning with frequency correlations {2.I1, then spatial

correlations {2.21, and ending with the temporal correlation theory {2.8}.

Next a description of the apparatus and procedure used to acquire data for

each correlation study is presented. This section also begins with the frequency

correlation study {3.1} and the experimental procedure used. We then describe the

procedure used in the spatial correlation study {3.2}, foltowed by that used in the

temporal correlation study {3.3}.

5



Analysis of the data along with the results of each study are then presented;

again we follow our format with the frequency correlation study results in section

4.L, t}ne spatial correlations results in section 4.2, and the temporal correlations

results are found in section 4.3.
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2" T'Ë{ÐORY

The theoretical expressions governing the three types of correlations are

developed in this chapter. We begin with the frequency correlation functions for two

cases that are commonly considered. The first gives the correlation function {2.1.1}

of multiply scattered sound when a plane wave is incident on the medium. The

second frequency correlation function {2.L.2\ deals with the case where the incident

sound has been generated by a point source. We then present the theoretical results

for the spatial correlation function, in section 2.2. Finally, the derivation of the

temporal correlation function {2.3} is then considered.
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2" Í. Fv"eqrÅ,ewql Cøv"v"ef,wti.øw Nazwatù@wg

2.n.î Fnane \Mave Conrelatíon F'uneti.o¡r

The propagation of sound waves through a multiply scattering medium has

been shown to be described by the diffusion equation, [1],

# DvzU =f(t,x,y,z)

where U is the sound energy density, D = uøI*/3 is the diffusion coefficient for

sound, and f(t,r,y,z) is the diffusing sound source term. Here, us, t]ne energy

velocity, is the speed at which acoustic energy is transported through the medium,

and l*, the transport mean free path, is the distance sound travels in the medium

before scattering randomizes its direction. In this approximation, sound

propagating through the medium follows a distribution of paths determined by a

succession of random scatterings.

We examine the transmission of sound through a slab-like arrangement of

static scatterers. The detected sound field is the sum of contributions from waves

having traveled many distinct scattering paths. The freld emerging from the sample

is

F =z Fo e¿do ,

where the index ø denotes a scattering path of length so, and where the phase

þo=Znsof Â.+ú'o [2] inctudes a term þ'oaccounti.ng for random phase shift due to

(1)



scattering along path u. This phase shift is uniformly distributed betweett * n

radians if restricted to a range of 2n. The intensity of the scattered sound,1, is

1=X FoeiÓ" Fpe-iëa .

a,p

Recalling that the frequency, v, ar'd wavelength, Å., of sound are related by

the velocity u, as u = Â,v,we write the ensemble averaged correlation function for the

frelds of two frequencies, v and v'= v + 
^v, 

as

I
(r,(r)Fp(r'r) = ( Zp"Foeiz"ovfu r-i2ttso''¡u r(í" d')). 

Ø)

Due to the random distribution of the scatterers the relative phases of fields from

different paths are not correlated and will average to zero. The only non zero terms

are those with þ'.- ú'p= 0, which only happens lf a = þ.

We now define the normalized field autocorrelation function as:

The correlation function is found by calculating the contribution of a single path,

then summing the contributions of all paths, weighting each contribution with the

probability of taking that path. The probability distribution for the paths is related

to the average flux of sound waves emerging from the sample at the detection point.

This flux is found using the diffusion equation when appropriate boundary

conditions are invoked to account for reflections at the sample interfaces.

(3)

(5)
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These boundary conditions have been determined for light diffusing through

a slab of scatterers [3] and the results are directly applicable to sound waves

diffusing through the same geometry. For a slab of thickness L, (Fí9. 2.L), t}re

conditions are

U -CoU = oâz

U+CâU =oôz

at z=0,

at z=L,

where

ñ 2l* L+R
t, : 

--
- 3 T_R

and where ß is the reflection coefficient, defined as the ratio of the incoming to the

outgoing flux at the boundaries. These same authors also determine that the

transmitted flux from the sample at the point of detection is

J*= Uu D AU
4 2 âz

To calculate the probability distributions we use the coordinate system

shown in Fig. 2.1. Sound is incident from the - z dtrectíon on a slab of thickness Z.

(7)

(8)

(e)
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z=0 z= L

Figure 2.1 Geometry of sample

A diffusing path, of length s, is shown for sound striking the sample at point fi = (x¿,

/¿, 0) and emerging at position r-, = (rc¡, f u L).læt p(s, f¡, fr) be the probability of

sound following a path with length s and endpoints rJ and [. Since the field at the

detection point contains contributions from waves traveling paths that began at any

point on the incident face, the field correlation function is determined by integrating

over all paths and all incident points:

e,^v\ - F"U)r"(¡)Jòr \""/ - (r"çv¡r"(v))

= J ar d.x¿d,y¡ p(s,f¿,fr)¿-izttLvs¡u r-sflo

= J or d,x¡ d.y¡p(s,r¿, fr) s-i2o t''"t' fsD - "¡to,

(10)

where the exponential term, ,-t/lo, accounts for absorption and lo is called the

absorption length.

T2



To determinep(s, f¡, f¿'), we find the flux emerging from the sample at f, at

time ú by solving the diffusion equation for an instantaneous pulse of sound of unit

strength at point P(x¡, !¿, zo) and time ú = 0. The initial conditions are then

f (t,x,y,z) = ¿( t)d(x - *t)6(t - !¿)a(z - z"), (1 1)

and we expect that zo = ln. The flux is found by solving the diffusion equation for U

and then calculating J* using Eq. (9). We assume U can be written as the product of

three independent terms

(J (x,y,z,t) = X( x,t)Y (y,t)Z(z,t). Gz)

We determine the X and Y dependence by frnding a solution to the one

dimensional diffusion equation for an infinite medium, i.e.

for Y. The solution to the diffusion equation, corresponding to a point source of

sound at initial time ú = 0, located at a point x = xi, is called the fundamentøl solution

[4]. For our situation, this is

for X, and

for X, and

+ - Dv2x = 6(x - x,)d(t)
at

# Dv2Y = d(y - tt)a(t)

x(x,t)=#r-+#

(13)

(14)

(15)

13



Y(t,t)=#r-q# (16)

for Y.

The final term, Z(z,t), is the solution to the one dimensional diffusion

equation for Z

+ - DYzz = 6(z - z")d(t),
at

with the boundary conditions

Z _ Cd Z
âz

z*Câz
âz

Using Eq. (9) we write the flux emerging from the sample as

D AU
T a,

(20)

-0

-0

at z=0,

at z=L.

(17)

(18)

(1e)

(2r)

- UuJ+ = 4 -

_XYZI _uto Xydz = xvz(!.¿ì _ IXYZ
4 6 âz [4 6C) 2(1 +ß)

where Eqs. (8) and (12) are used in the last steps, and Z=Z(2,ù''"=r. The time

taken for the sound to travel a path of length s through the sample is s./u. Using

this in Eqs. (15) and (16), the solutions for X(x,t) and Ygt,t), we write the outgoing

flux as

_(*-r¡)z u

u2 , ADs
_(y- y,)' u

n 4Ds
J*= snDs (t + n) z(z,t)1,=r.

L4



This is proportional to p(s, f¡, \) and we may write the correlation function, Eq. (10)

AS

&(^v) oc I * *, ú, p@,f,,î,)r-,'oovsrþo-slt.U¡\ , J

v2 
iz(z,t)|,=, a, { a*, 

"= B"D(I+R){ " 
asJa'

Integrating over r, and y¿ we obtain

(zn*zo¡nrl"t^\

s,(^") " u& o)i z(",t)1"=, n-l---ioÇ )" o, .

Making the substitutions

_(* - *,)2 , ^ _(y - y,)', i2tt Lvst" t (22)- 4D' 
IOr,r- 

o^ e- 3D -t,

(23)

2tr i d,v
=- D

Dù

Io lo'

and using t = s/u to write P(s) æ Z(2,fl1"= ¿ , our correlation function becomes

s, (q ) * Ï"(r)r- 
(ø' * o')'" 

"tt d,, .

0

(24)

q2

a2

(25)

P(s) represents the probability of a wave traversing a path of length s

regardless of the entry and exit points on the sample. We see that gr(q) is the

Laplace transform of P(s), meaning that the solution to the Laplace transform of the

one dimensional diffusion equation, Eq. (17), immediately yields gt@).Carslaw and

Jaeger have solved the diffusion equation by Laplace transform methods for a slab

geometry [5]. Their solution is

15



Z_ ! zq",t¡ e- 
pt dt

0

-J-. r- nl' - 
""1

2Dry"

(26)

+ .Asinh(ry z) + B cosh(ryz),

and B using the Laplace

L, Eqs. (18) and (19). These

atz=0

atz=L.

(27)

(28)

where ,î={plD. We determine the coefficients -4

transforms of the boundary conditions for z = 0 and z =

ate

Z -câz =o
âz

Z*CâZ =oâz

Solving for A and B we obtain

jt= . (zg)

From Eqs. (25) and (26) we see that gr(q) is equivalent to Z ¡f *e make the

transformations s -+ tfu and p -) ( q2 +oz)uf lg. Substituting, the field

correlation function becomes

"inn(".r[ø'*"] + c.fqz a¿
st(q) *

We expect the correlation function to decay more rapidly for thicker samples,

because there are a larger number of scattering events encountered in long paths

than there are in short paths.

(30)
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2.-f.,"2 troiaat Source Cornelatio¡l Fu¡raúio¡a

At the time of writing there does not exist an analytical form of the frequency

correlation function for a point source of diffusing sound. However we use the fact

that the freld-field correlation function (as the frequency is varied) is the Fourier

transform of the transmission time series l2l to analyze data taken with a point

source. The analytical form for the transmitted sound flux through a slab-like

sample of scatterers is given bV [1]

r(t) ='":?::=io,,-np2,ttr2, (3i)\'/ 2nr, c n=l

with

An= þ,[þ,1{ sin þ, - cos þ,]lsin(þ,zo I L) + þ,K cos(p,zo I L)f
(32)

p'" K2 +2K +l

Where the dimensionless constant 1(is given by

2I* I+ Rfr-'" - g¿l-R'

and the values of pn arc given by the zeros of the equation

tanB = #j (34)

The correlation function is then the Fourier transform of J(t)

s,(^') = # y(t)e-i2"t"tdt.

(33)
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2,2 Spwtôø,{. Cørr"eëwtã.qaya, Fwwetåøw

In the introduction we defined a speckle as an individual bright or dark spot

in the complex pattern (Fig. 1.1) seen as a result of transmission or reflection of a

classical wave from a sample of randomly distributed scatterers. In this section we

elaborate on those initial discussions, as we wish to generate expressions for

theoretical spatial autocorrelation functions to compare with experimental data and

provide a measure of speckle size. First we outline some important statistical

properties of a speckle, and then discuss a simple model of the spatial correlation

function employed in this thesis.

Because it is unreasonable to base the description of a speckle pattern on the

exact, microscopic details of a particular ensemble of scatterers, we discuss the

analysis of a speckle in statistical terms [6]. Specifically we refer to the first-order

statistics of the speckle, the statistical properties of a point in space, and to the

second-order statistics, where the properties refer to an area in space. An example

of first order statistical properties is the probability distribution of the intensities,

while a second order property is the spatial autocorrelation function [z].

2.2.'1. F irst-Order Statistics

The probability distribution of the intensity, d which tells us how likely it is

to see a bright peak at an observation point, has been called the most important

statistical property of a speckle pattern [6]. A random walk approach [6,2,8] is

employed to model the distribution, where the random walk refers to the

18



superposition of complex amplitudes and phases of the scattered waves on the

observation plane of the speckle. The probability density for the intensity has been

worked out in this random walk approach [7], where the phases are assumed to be

randomly distributed and there is a large number of contrÍbutions to the

superposition. The result for the distribution of intensities is a decaying exponential

where (f) is the ensemble averaged intensity. In addition the distribution of the

phases is

. _ I/
P(I) = fie 

/\rt,

P(á) = + -n<o<n2n

which is uniform on the primary interval (-n,n).

(35)

(36)

2.2.2 Second-Order Statistics

While the distributions discussed in the previous section give us a simple

picture of some fundamental properties of speckles, recent work [9,10,11] has

focused on possible long range correlations in the speckle pattern itself. In

particular, Feng et al. have shown the spatial correlation function to be composed of

three terms, the first of which dominates the function and describes short range

correlations in the speckle pattern, while the second and third terms deal with

possible memory effects and with long range correlations, respectively.

In order to obtain information about the spatial properties of speckles we

turn to the short range correlations that dominate the correlation function and

19



which describe the large intensity fluctuations seen in such patterns. The short

range correlation function gives a reasonable measure of 'the average width' [Z] of

the speckle.

In an infinite medium, where both the source and detector are within the

sample, Shapiro[12] has derived the spatial correlation function for scattered fields

between two points separated by a distance, Âr, as

(37)

where /¿ is the wavevector in the medium, and I is the scattering mean free path.

This expression is valid for Lr < I. It is stressed that this result only holds when the

sound is detected inside the medium.

In our experiment, however, the detector is placed outside the sample,

separated from the surface by a short distance z. The circular geometry of our

problem allows us to make use of a familiar form of the autocorrelation function

developed for an optical reflection experiment where a circular rough surface is

uniformly illuminated by a coherent source.

The result we will use arises from a calculation of the freld autocorrelation for

two points (xt,y) and (x2,y) in the (r,y) plane of observation of a speckle generated

by reflecting light off a rough (compared with the input wavelength) surface in the

(x',y) pIane, Fíg. 2.2.

s,(^') = "'lul' ,-E ,

20



Observation
Pla¡re

Figure 2.2. Geometry for derivation of autocorrelation fr¡¡ction.

The autocorrelation function is

€r(q,vr:xz,h) = (t(t, ,vr)s.(*r,vr)) (38)

where ,S(r,y) is the ñeld at point (r,y). In order to calculate this correlation function

one employs a relationship between the frelds at the scattering surface, a(x',y), and

the fields in the observation plane .S(r,y). The required relationship is the Huygens-

Fresnel principle, which allows us to write ,S(r,y) as

s(",y) = fr-t#(*' 
*'") 

II *þ,,t,)r-tA|'' 
* t'') rifl*'' + w') 

¿*, ¿r, . (89)
all space

With this one is able to compute the autocorrelation function [7] giving,

¡,(@*)
&(^r) =rä, ,

).2

(40)
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where Jt is the first order Bessel function, Ár is the spatial separation of points in

the observation plane, D is the diameter of the circular rough surface, and z is the

distance between the surface and the observation point.

We use the decay of the correlation function to give us an indication of the

speckle size. Specifrcally we look for the separation at which €tØx) first decays to

zero and (40) tells us that the speckle size is roughly -^^z/D. This means that the

speckle size increases with increasing z and increasing À, while decreasing with

increasing D.
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In this section we develop a theoretical expression for the temporal fieid

autocorrelation function of multiply scattered sound from a medium where the

scatterers are in motion. For moving scatterers, the scattered sound field exhibits

temporal fluctuations resulting from the change in phase of the scattered waves.

These temporal fluctuations can be characterized by the time correlation function

Éti(r) of the scattered sound field. Analysis of the temporal correlation function

yields information on the motion of the scattering particles.

We begin by considering a wave that is detected after having been scattered

by a sequence of z uniform, separate, scatterers located at positions F1,....., ry. For a

scattered sound path consisting ofn scatterings, the autocorrelation function is

sÍù (,) = (rt"r (o) r',", fO) I 1¡r1¡

=(ff)X1 (,-,^øþ)r"tl
(41)

where F-(r) is the contribution to the scattered sound field from the path, (1"'l) t.

the average intensity, and Lú "(r) is the total change in its phase due to the motion

of all ¿ scatterers in the path during the time interval r. From Fig. 2.3 it is clear

that this phase change is

nú@ (r) = 7,tøi(r) = Zfr-, 
.(oR.,(') - 

^4("))i=l i=l
(42)
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where nr¡(r) = rt(r)- r,(0) is the position change of the ith scattering particle in time

t, and È¿ is the wavevector of the scattered wave from particle i pointing towards

particle i + 1.

Figure 2.3. Scattering diagram for DAWS theory.

Equation (42) shows explicitly that it is only relatiue motion of the scatterers

within the sample that contributes to Â/ "(e). Alternatively Lþ"(r) can be written in

terms of the scattering wavevector d¿ = E¡ - îq_1 as

nú(")(r) = IC,.n¡(r)
i=1

(43)

Returning to Eq. (41) we write the average contribution to gr(")(r) from all

paths with z events as

Årik)
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eÍ") (r) = - ^ø,ø),o'([{" (44)

or(#, -rU,Ø). (45)

where t" = s/uB is the

measured, corresponding

(46)

correlation function is

is the scattering mean

free path.

For large ¿ it is a good approximation to assume that the phase shifts

between scattering events are uncorrelated. This allows us to write Eq. (46) as

ei"þ) = (r-toø'{')¡ (47)

el"(,)= 1¡Jr-'t't"l\\¿=l I

observation time at which the

to a path of length I : rLl, where /

where the factor P@) = (|ot"(o)l')lþtl) is the fracrion of the torat scatrered

sound intensity in paths having n scattering events. The total freld autocorrelation

function is obtained by summing over all paths that contribute to the total field

measured at the detector:

€lr)= Isf (4 = Z
n n=l

In a continuous wave experiment, this summation extends over all n.

However in a pulsed experiment the summation is restricted to include only those

paths whose length differs by the pulse length (^t/u). In particular, for a narrow

pulse P(n) is essentially constant in the summation over ¿ and the field correlation

function takes on the relatively simple form

25



To evaluate (47) we note that, for the range of times over which gl (z) can be

reliably measured, Ló¿(") is small for any step along any path having large ¿. Hence

the exponential can be expanded

('-'^ø't"t)" = f'- ¡(oø,(ò) -;((^r,(4)') - ]" (48)

so that the leading terms can be averaged individ,ually. For random motion we must

have (ar(r)) = 0, since we are averaging over a large number of scatterers and we

expect their relative motions to be uncorrelated. using Eq. @2) we write the

change in phase Lþr(r) as

tót(r) = /r-, .(¡'l*,k) - 
^4(4)

= /e, 
[ar¿*r( 

r) cos ø ¿ - tr¿þ) cos B¿]

(cosø) = Jtoto da/\ / /ld"
= |Jcosøsinad.f)
=0

(4e)

where ø¿ and prarc the anglesbetween I and Lf¡(r) and ÁF¿*r(r) respectively, and

k.=lt,l. since the dÍrections of I and Lf¡(r) are uncorrelated (ø¿ and p,, when

averaged over many scatterings, have a flat distribution) the averages in Eq.(48) are

easy to perform. The first term gives

(nø,(òl = n"f(n (,))(cosø)- (o,.(4X.",p)l
(50)

since (nr(r)) = O and also

-0
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', (êø,{,))') = È n3((o'{4 *. 
")' )

- z(nr'z(")cosøcosp)

* ({o'{')"o '4')

= !rg(u2(4[(...'") * (.o.'r)
= lni(tr'zþ))

and similarly for (.o.t ø).

Thus Eq.(a8) can be written

(e-t^ø'r"t)" = 
[t 

- Iü(*þ)) - .]" 
(52)

o 
"-trnT(o"1'¡¡"

and the field correlation function for a pulsed experiment is

e,i k) = ,-inâþt1"¡¡y (58)

In the continuum limit the sum over n. is approximated by an integral over all

scattering path lengths s

The second term in Eq.(48) gives

since in 3 dimensions

(51)

(.or'o) = Jtot' asina'%*

-,[ .ortol"-uL- u J,
I
3
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(54)

where P(s) is now the fraction of total scattered sound intensity that has traveled a

path of length s through the sample to the detection point, and can be calculated

from diffusion theory using appropriate boundary conditions [1].

For large particles, where sound is not isotropically scattered, we must

replace Iby 1", the transport mean free path [6]. We can establish the relationship

between I and l" by the following argument: the scattering mean free path, l, is

generally less than l* for anisotropic scatterers [14] and I* can be obtained by

summing the projections of all steps of length I in the path onto the direction of the

first step. Thus

l- = lZ(cosd)
i=l

where (cos d) is the average angle between steps. For large ¿ this is

t" = tf (t- (cosA)). In general we wrfte,

el" k) = e-iþ3(^'2Ø) /'' (56)

By inverting this equation we obtain a useful expression for the mean square

displacement of the scattering particles, which in turn yields information regarding

the particle dynamics

er(r) = J"trl ,-ÈnT(n"("))]ur,

(o¡k)) = -#r"þtr"r) (57)
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We now determine analytical expressions or (ar2("))u. u function of time for

various types of particle motion. Specifically we examine stochastic or random

motion, and then deterministic motion.

2.3.1 Stochasûia Motio¡l

For stochastic motion, the particle movements are described as a random

walk, with the classic example being Brownian motion. For rand.om motion, the

mean particle displacement is zero, and the mean square displacement is given by

(o¡(')) = 6Dor (58)

where Do is the single particle diffusion coefficient [15]. This indicates that for

random motion the mean square particle displacement increases linearly with time.

For the large, 0.5 mm-diameter particles used in our experiment, stochastic

motion resulting from the Brownian motion of the particles is negligible. However,

non-Brownian mechanisms, such as collisions between the particles when subjected

to a fiuid flow can also cause the motion to appear stochastic on a length scale

corresponding to the collision mean free path. Whether or not this type of stochastic

behavior is observed thus depends on the distance over which particle motion is

probed.

2"3.2 Ðetemínistic Moúio¡r

For deterministic motion, the particles move in response to an external

stimulus and therefore do not move randomly during the time interval e. However,

the motion is generally far from uniform, one example being the particle dynamics
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typical of inhomogeneous convective flows. For deterministic motion, the particie

displacements can be written

nr,(r) = V¡

where t7,r is the velocity of the j,Þ scatterer. When (ol" (4) = 0, the mean square

particle displacement is given by

(o,?þ)) = (nvf),, (60)

where

(or?)=(r:)-(v,)'

is variance of the particle velocity. From Eq. (60) we see trrat (Á,r(r)) varies

quadratically with time. We can therefore measure the variance in velocity by

obtaining the temporal autocorrelation function in an experiment.

This holds only for rhe case wher. (Ol" k)) = Q. In other types of

deterministic motion there are correlations between the motions of individual beads

and for these (otk)) + 0. One example is shear flow [14], for which, as in the case

of convective motion, the argument of the exponential in the correlation varies as ,2.

However it is the velocity gradient and not the velocity variance that is measured

for the case where (lr(r)) * O.
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8" APPAR,AT'{JS ANÐ PR,TCÐÐUR,E

In this section we outline the methods by which the data were acquired and

the relevant apparatus used in those acquisitions. We focused on three areas of

interest: frequency, spatial, and temporal correlation studies. In each case

ultrasound was focused on samples of random scatterers and detected emerging

from the opposite face of the sample. The scatterers in the frequency and spatial

correlation studies were static, while in the temporal correlation, or diffusing

acoustic wave study, the scatterers were in motion.

Beginning with the frequency correlation study, we outline the apparatus

used, including brief descriptions of major components and sample preparation

along with a discussion of the method by which data were collected. The spatial

correlation study is then described in this manner followed by the diffusing v¡ave

study' As a number of pieces of apparatus were common to the three studies, we

avoid repetitive descrþtions by describing common components as they are

introduced.
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8. ß Fy"eqw{,erercy Cøv"v"ef,ætf.øw Stvødy

Frequency correlation data were collected for two types of incident

ultrasound. In the first case, a small diameter flat transducer generated

approximate plane waves which were passed through a sample of static scatterers.

In the second case, a spherical focus transducer focused waves to a point on the

input face of the sample. In both cases, the sound field that was transmitted

through the sample was detected using a miniature transducer or hydrophone.

Specific transducers were required to generate each type of wavefront, so that in

each case a different arrangement of generating transducer, sample and hydrophone

was needed. We discuss these arrangements and the motivation for each in the

following paragraphs, after first describing the general layout of the experiment.

The general arrangement of apparatus for the frequency correlation study is

depicted in the following diagram, Fig. 8.1.
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram offrequency correlation apparatus.

We wished to generate a sound pulse, direct it towards a sample of random

scatterers and detect the scattered sound freld emerging from a point on the opposite

side of the sample. To achieve this, the Matec amplifi.er generated an electronic

pulse train of width and repetition rate determined by the pulse controller. This

signal was attenuated by the Alan attenuator, converted to an acoustic signal by a

transducer and directed at the sample. After this signal had diffused through the

sample, it was detected by a hydrophone, and converted back to an electronic

signal. The transducer, sample and hydrophone were immersed in a water

tank which provided a homogeneous low attenuation coupling medium for sound

propagation.
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The signal from the hydrophone was attenuated, and spurious peaks were

blocked with a diode limiter. The resultant signal was then amplified and filtered

using an high pass frlter to block low frequency noise at the input to the oscilloscope.

Finally the signal was digitized by the oscilloscope and then downloaded to the

computer.

As the scatterers were static, sound emerging from the sample at a specific

point had always traveled the same distribution of paths. To examine different path

distributions it was necessary to acquire data at different detection poÍnts on the

sample's back face. This was achieved by translating the sample between

acquisitions in the focused sound study, and translating the detecting hydrophone in

the plane wave study.

This basic arrangement of equipment was the same in the frequency

correlation and spatial correlation studies, with only the relative positions of the

hydrophone, sample and transducer within the aquarium changing for each study.

3.n.n .A.quarium

We used a 425 litre aquarium within which the sample, hydrophone and

transducer were suspended, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. The walls and floor of the tank were

lined with sheets of 2.5-cm-thick Styrofoam insulation to damp any reflections off

these surfaces. Glued to these sheets were parallel strips of the insulation vertically

spaced 10 cm apart, effectively ribbing the tank to further attenuate any reflected

signals. An iron frame surrounded the tank supporting the holding assemblies for

the sample, transducer and hydrophone. The two types of waves used in the
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frequency correlation study required separate arrangements of hydrophone, sample

and transducer. We describe each set-up individually, starting with the plane

wave configuration. Fig. 3.2 shows the arrangement of the sample and acoustic

equipment in this configuration.

Motorised
Tra¡slation

Stages

Optical
Track

Iron Frame

Figure 3.2. Aquarium arrangement in plane wave configuration.

The hydrophone is mounted on two motorized translation stages allowing it

to move in a plane parallel to the sample face. The sample was sandwiched between

metal rings and these were connected to two manual translation stages allowing

movement in transverse and longitudinal directions. The flat-faced, plane-wave

transducer was mounted on a single stage allowing transverse motion. The sample

was placed in the far freld of the transducer. The hydrophone was placed within 2

mm of the back face of the sample. In order that no signaÌ was detected leaking

around the sample, a baffle of Styrofoam surrounded the sample (not shown). By

Ma¡ual
Tra¡rslation

Stages

ñn.ft



moving the hydrophone around with the translation stages, we acquired data from

various scattering distributions in the sample. We translated the hydrophone over

an 11 x 11 grid of 3 mm spacing, acquiring data at each point.

The sample was held stationary with respect to the generating transducer to

ensure that the sound incident on the sample face represented the flat part of the

transducer output, as discussed in further detail in the section on transducers @g.

(39). If we had moved the sample and held the transducer and hydrophone

stationary then, because the signal illuminated the entire face of the sample rather

than focused to a point, at some positions we would collect unreliable data since the

sound field would have impinged upon part of the baffle rather than the sample face.

We now discuss the focused-waves configuration; a schematic of the acoustic

apparatus in this confrguration is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Motorised
Translation

Stages

Opticsl
Track

hon Frame

Figure 3.3. Aquarium arra-ngement in the point sou¡ce configu¡ation.
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The front face of the sample was positioned at the focus of the transducer.

The entire sample was mounted to the motorized translation stages. The

hydrophone \Mas placed within 2 mm of the rear face of the sample. We held the

hydrophone and generating transducer on axis and translated the sample over the

same 11 x 11 grid pattern as in the plane wave case. Because the amount of sound

detected by the hydrophone decreased dramatically as it was moved off-axis from

the transducer focus, to gather data from different scattering paths it was necessary

to translate the sample rather than the hydrophone as was done for plane waves.

3.1.2 Tra¡rsducers

This experiment utilized two types of immersion transducers of cylindrical

shape: a focusing transducer of diameter 2.54 cm, focus 5.67 cm, and central

frequency 2.5 MHz, and a flat transducer of diameter 0.635 cm and central

frequency 2.5 MHz. This flat transducer generated approximate plane waves as

long as they were detected in its far field, which we define below. The cross section

of a typical immersion transducer is shown in Fig. 3.4.

Active
Element

Electrodes

Con¡ector

Gua¡d Sleeve

Figure 3.4, Cross section of spherical focus immersion tra¡sducer.

Wea¡
Plate
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Transducers exploit properties of piezoelectric crystals to convert between

electrical and mechanical energy. Ultrasonic transducers are used to generate and

detect sound fields at frequencies above 20 IlJIz, with typical values between 1 and

20 [.4Hz.

The characteristics of the active element, the backing and the wear plate

determine the performance of the transducer. The active element is of high acoustic

impedance and is designed to produce longitudinal waves. The backing is a dense,

highly attenuative, high density material with acoustic impedance matched to that

of the active element. The impedance match between the backing and active

element ensures that the transducer, while heavily damped and lower in signal

amplitude, exhibits good broadband characteristics and high range resolution. The

wear plate is designed to function as a transformer between the water and the

active element. The thickness is chosen so that waves generated by the active

element and those undergoing reflections in the wear plate are emitted in phase

causing constructive interference to occur, thereby strengthening the emitted signal

Fig. 3.5.
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A transducer generates a sound field that can be separated into two regions,

the near field and the far fie\d. The near field is the area immediately in front of

the transducer and has sound profile that is composed of a number of maxima and

minima. As the distance from the transducer face increases, the number of maxima

decreases, becoming a single maximum at the near field distance, or natural focus,

of the transducer. Beyond this natural focus is the far freld region where the

pressure of the sound field decreases rapidly with the peak becoming less sharply

defined. As this peak becomes flatter, the wavefront begins to approximate a plane

wave. A representation of this is shown in Fig. 3.6.
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O Near Field

+ TransducerFace +

Figure 3.6. Representation of Sound Field as a function of dista¡ce from transducer face.

We can calculate the near freld distance, ¡9, for a transducer using the

following equation

N =tf
4u

(1)

where D is the diameter of the transducer element, u is the velocity of sound and / is

the frequency. We used a small 0.635 diameter transducer in order to achieve a

close near field distance, giving the sound a longer region to disperse in before

impinging on the sample. The natural focus for our transducer is at 1.4 cm and we

placed the sample 72 cm from the transducer face. At this distance from the focus

the sound profrle was nearly flat across an area of more than 4 cm2.

The spherical focus transducer used in the experiment uses an acoustic lens

to shift the natural focus closer to the transducer face resulting in an increased

signal amplitude. The parameter that characterizes this increase is called the
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normalized focal length ,Sp. This is the ratio of the focus in water, E of the

transducer to its near field distance i.e. ,Sp = F/N. Another important parameter of

a focusing transducer is the focal zone, the region surrounding the normalized focus,

bounded by the - 6 dB points of the signal amplitude. The length of this zone is

determined by

Fz = N sr,l--=l- '¿ì ,,F 
Lr. o5s. j (2)

Olrr 2.54 cm diameter focusing transducer thus has a near field distance of 2.5 cm, a

normalized focal length of 2.26 cm, and a focal zone of 12.0 cm, in the middle of

which we placed the sample.

3.1.S l{ydrophone

A standard transducer, identical to those used for generation ofultrasound, is

also capable of sound detection and could have been used in the experiment to detect

the signal emerging from the sample. However these large diameter transducers

sense an average acoustic field across their entire face, while the area over which

the signal is constant in phase and amplitude is on the order of a wavelength. This

average acoustic field is then a superposition of interfering phases and amplitudes.

We wanted to be able to detect the signal from a single speckle, or coherence area,

where the phase and amplitude were constant. Therefore we used a miniature

hydrophone of area comparable to the speckle size to detect the ultrasound.
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This hydrophone was a needle-shaped instrument, the point of which was a

ceramic crystal encased in gold foil. The crystal acted as a piezoelectric element,

detecting sound emerging from the sample and converting it to an electronic signal.

The diameter of the tip of hydrophone was less than the wavelength of the

ultrasound. There were two of these hydrophones, manufactured by Specialty

Engineering Associates, one having a 400 pm diameter tip, the other a tip of 200 pm

diameter. The hydrophone came supplied with its own pre-amplifier, of gain 30 dB,

used to improve the signal to noise ratio of the detected signal.

3.L.4 $arnple Freparaúion

Samples consisted of 10 cm diameter cells frlled with 1 mm diameter glass

beads and distilled water. The cells were made from a thickness of PVC tubing of

circular cross-section, faced by thin sheets of polystyrene plastic, Fig. B.Z.

FRONTVIEW SIDEVIEW
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The beads were packed to a density of approximately 0.63 in the following

manner. The mass of the empty cell was measured. The cell was ûlled with

distilled water introduced through a hole in the PVC. The mass of the cell filled

with water was measured. The cell was then clamped in a vice between flat sheets

of metal to ensure the cell thickness remained constant as beads were packed in.

Beads were then introduced into the cell. As the cell frlled up, displaced water was

forced out of the hole causing the beads to form clumps and jam the hole. This was

circumvented by gently tapping on the metal sheets, causing the beads to fall

through the hole. This small vibration also allowed the beads to settle evenly

throughout the cell. AÌso, as the cell became fuller the beads were packed tightly by

tamping them down with thin rods. Measuring the mass of the cell after the beads

were packed enabled a calculation of the packing fraction to be made using the

following equation

Porlüng Fractí,on =
uolume of beods

tntal uolunrc of cell

- m'a lpo
vr

where pc ís the density of glass and nr" is the mass of the beads. Since the mass of

the beads is not known, we write this equation in terms of known and measurable

quantities. The total volume is written as the sum of the volumes of beads and

water in the cell

(3)

Vr =Vn *Vuro

_ nLB , frHrO .

Pc PHro

(4)
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Now the total mass is just

mî = ITLg*nl¡¡rç

so that we can combine Eqs. (4) and (5) to solve for the mass of beads,

ilB =(Pa'ov'-o")Pc
Paro - Pc

Using this result in Eq. (3) we write the packing fraction as

Packing Fractíon =

In this manner cells were constructed having thickness 3, 5, and l0 mm. A

thin, 1.9 mm, sample was constructed in a slightly different fashion, having a

square cross section with a single thin strip of polystyrene serving as sides in place

of the PVC ring.

After a cell was filled, the hole was sealed and the cell stored in a distilled

water bath until used.

3.1.5 Translation Stages

The motorized translation stages were manufactured by Unistide. These

could move 30 cm in increments of 3150 steps per cm. The movement of the stages

was directed by computer over a GPIB bus. The computer code controlling the

translation stages was written to work in conjunction with code directing the

oscilloscope to acquire and download data to a PC. Thus we were able to direct the

computer to acquire data at any number of positions, telling it where to start and

(5)

(6)

(7)
(or,ov, - *r)
þr,o - oc)v,
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what sort of grid to examine. Then we simply let the instruments gather the data

with minimal human interaction.

3.X"6 Maûea 6600 rf FuÏse Generator-

We used a Matec 6600 rf Pulse Generator in conjunction with a model 755 rf

Plug-In to generate the ultrasonic signal. These devices were capable of producing

electromagnetic pulses in the frequency range between 1 and 20 M]Hz at an rms

power of 1 KW. The pulse width was variable between 0.5 and 100 ps. The pulse

amplitude was also continuously variable between zero and maximum with a

nominal output of I KW at its peak. We were able to trigger the pulse generator

externally using an 'in house' manufactured pulse generator that allowed us to set a

width for each pulse and repletion rate for a train of pulses.

S.1.7 Oscílloscope

We used a Tektronix 544A, Digitizing Oscilloscope to acquire, digitize, and in

the diffusing wave case, store data. The oscilloscope could digitize data at rates of

up to 1 GigaSamples/second. The oscilloscope was set to trigger just before a signal

emerged from the sample by using a delay pulse from a Stanford delay generator as

the trigger. The delay was set to the time taken for a sound wave to traverse the

distance from transducer to hydrophone through water.

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, it was necessary to average many

waveform acquisitions into a single record, each acquisition consisting of data

collected for 100 ps after a trigger. Typically the oscilloscope was set to average
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1000 waveforms, of 5000 pts each, into a single record. These data were digitized at

a rate of 50 MegaSamplesisecond. Each record we collected corresponded to the

d,iffusing ultrasonic signal collected at a specific point, or speckle, on the sample face.

3.1"8 Stanford, Ðelay Ge¡reraton

The Stanford delay generator was used in the experiment to delay the

response of the oscilloscope to an input pulse. The oscilloscope was set to trigger

only after enough time had elapsed for the signal to traverse the distance between

the generating transducer and receiving hydrophone. We could set the amplitude

and repetition rate and length of the delay pulse.

The delay generator had four channels with each channel operating either

independently or in tandem with the others. The instrument could be triggered

either externally or internally. For this experiment it was triggered by the pulse

controller, and the delays to each channel were referenced to that trigger.

3.1.9 Filters

A number of frlters were used to limit noise. These filters were simple low

pass or high pass 3, 5, or 7 pole Butterworth filters. For example, when we used a

2.5 M¡g1z pulse as our input signal, a 0.13 MHz high pass frlter was placed in the

system prior to amplification. In the diffusing acoustic wave spectroscopy

experiment, at the input to the oscilloscope, a2 MHz high pass filter was used in

conjunction with a 3 MHz low pass filter to create a bandpass frlter configuration.
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8"P Spwti,w{, Cøv'y"ef.s,ti.øw Støa,d.y

The apparatus was configured as in the frequency correlation study, and

arranged in the plane wave geometry. We used a miniature hydrophone of 200 pm

tip diameter as a detector. The sample was a 1.0 cm thick cell filled with 1.0 mm

diameter glass beads similar to those used in the acquisition of frequency correlation

data

We were interested in determining the size of the individual speckles. To this

end we acquired data at 801 positions, scanned transversely across the face of the

sample in 0.003 cm increments, for a total displacement of 2.4 cm. We repeated this

for a number of these 'lines', with a line separation of 0.1 cm, to collect data

weighted by different bead arrangements.

The data were acquired using oscilloscope settings similar to those employed

in the acquisition of frequency correlation data; in this case, however, the input

waveform was long enough (200 ms) to be considered a continuous wave (cw). Thus

all scattering paths were sampled by the scattered wave, and the signal emerging

from the sample at a given point was constant in amplitude and. phase. At each

position the recorded signal was 10 ps long and this signal represented the average

of 300 waveforms. The frequency of the input waveform was 2.5 MHz. Two other

frequencies were used in this cw configuration to collect data for comparison. These

were at 1.5 MHz and 3.5 MHz and were taken from a single 'line'only.
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8.8 Tewøpøv"wÊ Awtøeøry"el,wtf.øw Støødy {WAWS}

In this portion of the experiment, our goal was to use correlation analysis of

diffusing sound to learn about the behavior of particles in motion. The sample no

longer consisted of static scatterers in a disk shaped cell but was a fluidized bed with

the scatterers in motion. The paths taken by the ultrasound before emerging from a

point in the sample were subject to temporal variations.

Rather than detect transmitted sound at different points in the sample to

investigate statistically independent bead distributions, we only needed to gather

data from a single point to be able to gain information regarding particle dynamics,

since the temporal fluctuations of a single speckle contained the requisite

information. This is justifred since we were able to observe variations in the

intensity of the detected sound emerging from the sample at a specific point as the

beads moved about, analogous to examining bright and dark speckles in a static

scatterer experiment.

Three methods of measuring temporal fluctuations of the scattered sound

were employed, requiring two slightly different apparatus configurations. In this

section, we outline the three collection methods and their individual strengths, then

describe the general configuration and operation of the equipment. Within this

overview we also highlight the differences in set-up for each acquisition method and

give detailed explanations of components not discussed previously in the frequency

correlation study.
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3"S.1 .A.cquisiúì.o¡n meÉhods

1. In the first method the incident sound consisted of short pulses, of width much

shorter than time required to diffuse through the sample. This approach could

only be used when the particle dynamics were relatively slow since our

apparatus limited the rate at which we could send an input signal. We were able

to take advantage of the better signal to noise characteristics and higher power

levels available to a short pulse incident waveform. Using short pulses allowed

us to focus on sound that had traversed specific pathlengths within the sample,

simplifying the form of the temporal autocorrelation function used to determine

the scattering particle motion.

2. In the second method incident sound was also short pulse, but the temporal

fluctuations of the multiply scattered ultrasound could be measured for much

faster particle dynamics. This was achieved by using a boxcar integrator to

sample the detected field in a narrow, 30 ns, time interval. We chose the

interval to be much smaller that the ultrasonic period so that the detected sound

field was essentially constant over the sampling interval, allowing the boxcar to

accurately measure the true sound field. Using this method, we acquired the

scattered signal from consecutive pulses whose repetition rate could be increased

up to the fundamental limit imposed by the amount of time taken for sound to

diffuse through the sample, typically 50 to 100 ¡rs, depending on the sample

thickness. This method did not allow us to measure the phase and amplitude of

the field independently but we were able to calculate the field autocorrelation

function from the data.
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3. The third acquisition method used incident sound which consisted of very long

pulses. The pulse width was greater than the time required for sound to diffuse

through the sample. We then detected the variations in the scattered sound field

caused by the motion of the scattering particles. This approach, which we refer to

as quasi-continuous-wave (cw), allows us to measure the particle dynamics on

time scales which range between the ultrasonic period (tenths of a microsecond)

and several milliseconds. The upper limit is set by the maximum record length of

the digitizing oscilloscope (50 000 pts) and the requirement that the maximum

time interval per point be considerably less then the period of the wave in order to

measure the field correctly. The cw method is most suitable for investigating

rapid dynamical processes on fast timescales.

3.S.2 Overview ofApparatus

A block diagram of the experiment showing all of the apparatus used in the

three acquisition methods is shown in Fig. 3.8. The dashed lines in the figure

indicate apparatus that was added for use in method 3.
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Figure 3,8, Block diagram of diffirsing wave apparatus.

A pulse train was generated by the Matec amplifier; the width of each pulse

and their repetition rate controlled by the pulse controller. The Alan attenuator,

which attenuates in 1 decibel increments between 0 and 42 dB, reduced the signal

before it was converted to an acoustic pulse by a focusing transducer. In order not

to overdrive the transducer it was imperative to have at least 12 decibels of

attenuation in the Alan attenuator. The sound waves then diffused through the

sample and were detected on its opposite side by a small-diameter hydrophone.

This signal was attenuated by the Telonic attenuator in order to prevent large

signals from overdriving the amplifier at the next stage. The signal was amplified

and filtered to remove noise caused by the electronic equipment, and then was

digitized and stored in the oscilloscope. We used a frequency counter to count the
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rate at which the oscilloscope was triggering. This allowed us to check that the

response to each input pulse was recorded and thus no trigger inputs were being

missed due to duty cycle limitations of the oscilloscope.

For the second acquisition method we used the boxcar integrator to sample

sound at a specific instant in the diffusion profile. The apparatus set up is as in Fig.

3.8, with signal paths indicated by the short dash line. We used the Stanford delay

generator to set the pulse repetition rate and to trigger the boxcar integrator which

was inserted into the circuit so that the signal was input to the boxcar after the

receiving amplifier. By doing things this way we were able to ensure the

oscilloscope, the boxcar and the pulse amplifier were triggered synchronously, and

that the oscilloscope trigger was synchronized with the pulse repetition rate. The

boxcar output was sent to the oscilloscope to be digitized and stored.

For the third acquisition, where we used a quasi-continuous wave input

signal, we altered the above circuit in the manner outlined in the following diagram.

cw Pulse to Generating
Transducer

Delay to Oscilìoscope

Figure 3.9, Electronics used to generate cw input signal.

This apparatus replaced the equipment to the left of the vertical dashed line

in Fig. 3.8. The Fluke rf signal generates a continuous wave which is gated with a
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200 ms gate pulse from the delay generator and is then sent to the mixer. The

mixer combines the gate pulse with the cw signal and outputs a quasi-cw pulse to

the transducers and on through the sample. The delay generator also sends a delay

to the oscilloscope, which triggers it to begin an acquisition.

The sample, discussed in the next section, consisted of monodisperse glass

beads of 0.5 mm diameter in a glycerol and water solution. This solution flowed

through the sample raising the beads.

S.3.S Fluidízed Bed

The fluidized bed used to suspend the beads in the glycerol and water

solution is shown in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10. Fluidized bed.

Glass beads were contained in the rectangular portion of the bed above a

diffuser plate. Initially these beads settled under gravity to a bead density in the

range 0.6 to 0.63 [1] in a randomly close-packed confrguration. The diffuser, Fig.

3.11, distributed the flow of fluid evenly across the bottom of the portion of the bed

containing the beads.
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Figure 3,11. Plan view ofdifhrser.

The diffuser was constructed from hard polystyrene of thickness 3 mm and the holes

were evenly spaced - 1 mm apart. The diffuser was held in place by means of

grooves in the inside faces of the cell, making it easy to remove whenever it became

necessary to clean blocked holes.

The faces of the cell were cut from sheets of clear Acrylite of thickness 6.35

mm. A groove was cut into the perimeter of each face into which an o-ring was fixed

which sealed the face to a stainless steel midsection. The midsection of the cell was

machined from a stainless steel sheet, 13 mm thick. This stainless steel 'ring' was

tapped to accept 0.5 inch brass pipe fittings, five at the top and one at the bottom.

The fluid entered the cell via the bottom frtting and exited through the five ports at

the top. The pipe fittings coupled to 0.25 inch polyflow tubing at the exit ports and

0.25 inch brass tubing at the bottom entry point. The faces and midsection were

held together by clamping them between 6 mm thick stainless steel outer rings that

were fixed together with stainless steel bolts.

The fluid was pumped through the cell using an ordinary ùilI pump, which

accelerated the fluid between an external reservoir and the cell. Fluid exiting the

cell was returned to this reservoir. The drill pump was connected to a Bodine
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Electric Company variable speed motor. This motor was a 1/8 Hp, 115 volt, I.2 amp

motor with a maximum of 1725 rpm. We used it in conjunction with a 20:1 step-

down gear. The maximum speed at which the drill pump could revolve was then 86

rpm. We were able to vary the speed from barely turning to maximum rpm in a

continuous manner using a control panel dial and, in this manner, control the flow

rate of fluid through the system.

Initially we intended to use water as the fluid; however, we found that to

keep the beads suspended required too great a flow rate, causing bead dynamics

that were far too fast to accurately measure using our technique. We decided to use

a more viscous fluid to slow the bead dynamics down while still allowing them to be

suspended against sedimentation. Glycerol was chosen as it was readily available,

had a high viscosity relative to water, was not so absorbing to ultrasound that we

would lose the signal, and was soluble in water. Initially the fluidized bed was

tested using a 100o/o glycerol solution. This worked extremely well at raising the

beads, in fact it worked too well since we were unable to turn the drill pump slowly

enough to prevent the beads from flowing out the exit ports of the cell. A solution of

90% glycerol to 10% water was then tried and found to be effective. At this density,

it was possible to raise the beads and control their behavior. We then varied the

percentage of glycerol and flow rate in order to obtain data from a variety of

viscosities and bead densities.

When the pump started, the settled beads responded by moving upwards

from the diffuser in a single group, or slug. After a short time, the single slug broke

up into many smaller slugs. These also disintegrated in time until the beads were



distributed evenly over the volume of the cell with

occupied volume fraction. By varying the flow rate,

fraction.

S.3"4 ,A.quaníuna

no

we

apparent differences in

could vary this volume

In this experiment the water, transducer, sample and hydrophone were

contained in an 82 litre aquarium as shown in Fig. 8.12.

Out to Va¡iable Flow
Pump and Reservoi¡

Figure 3.12, Aquarium arra_ngement for diffusing wave study.

The aquarium was lined with 2.2 mm cork sheet to attenuate reflected

signals from the walls. To this end there rvere also 2.54 cm Styrofoam ribs spaced

vertically on the side walls, and horizontally across the bottom. The sample was

connected to a longitudinal translation stage which was moved with a micrometer

having a resolution of 0.01 inch and a maximum travel of 1 inch. The fluid reservoir

and pump were placed outside of the aquarium, level with the top. The transducer

had a focus of 5-7 cm, and was placed 5.3 cm from the face of the sample. This
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focused sound to a point on the boundary between the beads and cell wall. The

hydrophone was placed within 2 mm of the opposite face of the sample. When the

beads were in motion, they covered an area of between 143 and 284 cmz in a vertical

plane within the sample, depending on flow rate and viscosity. We endeavored to

place the hydrophone and focus of the transducer at the center of this rectangular

area ofbeads.

3.3.5 Boxear lntegrator

We used a Princeton Applied Research Model 160 high resolution Boxcar

Integrator in the experiment. In its normal mode of operation, it extracts

synchronous waveforms from noisy repetitive signals by means of a sampling and

averaging process. The integrator functions by first using a variable delay,

variable-width gate to select a portion of an input signal. The gated signal is then

normally averaged by variable time constant integrators whose output is the

average of some number of repetitions of the input signal over the gate width

interval. This averaging procedure ensures an improved signal to noise ratio, since

random noise will average to a minimal level. In this experiment, the averaging

mode was essentially disabled by setting the time constant to 10 ns; this limited the

averaging to only 5 sequential samplings of the input signal. The gate can either be

scanned across or fixed at a point in the input waveform. When the gate is fixed to a

point on the input signal, as in this experiment, the boxcar output rises toward. the

amplitude of the input waveform at the sampled point.
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By setting the gate width to 30 ns, we were able to use the boxcar to select a

portion of the input waveform whose duration was less than the period of the waves

(400 ns), allowing the scattered field to be accurately measured at a particular point

on the diffusion profile.

3.3.6 Oscilloseope

For the first data acquisition method, we used a segmented memory mode on

the oscilloscope to enable us to concatenate the response to many trigger pulses into

a single record length. We instructed the oscilloscope to collect a set number of

points after a trigger; this is called a frame. We also instructed the oscilloscope to

acquire a set number of frames which it then concatenated into a single record.

For example; the maximum number of points the oscilloscope can acquire in a

single record is 50 000, and this can be divided up into 1000 frames of 50 points

each. If we sample at 50 MS/s, each frame is a 5 ¡rs long record of the response to an

input pulse. If the oscilloscope is triggered every 20 ms, a single record will contain

information about the bead motion over 20 seconds. We can vary the amount of

time between triggers and can thus examine the bead motion over different

timescales. This method overcomes the prohibitively long time taken to download a

waveform from the oscilloscope to the computer over an IEEE bus, which would

limit the rate at which the scattered freld could be sampled to fewer than 1 sample

per second. This was too slow to investigate the dynamics in many systems.

We set a delay between the time a sound pulse was generated by the

transducer and the trigger pulse of the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope did not trigger
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until after a portion of signal had gone through the sample. Thus we could focus on

any 5 prs portion of the scattered signal in each frame, and look at different time

scales of the fluctuations in different portions of the diffusive profrle.

For the second acquisition method, we used the oscilloscope in its regular

mode to capture and digitize the output signal from the boxcar integrator. In this

case the record length was the maximum possible of 50 000 pts. Each point

represented an individual response from the boxcar integrator to an input signal.

The key to this method was in the synchronization of oscilloscope and boxcar

integrator outlined earlier.

As the third acquisition method utilized a cw input waveform, the scattered

signal did not exhibit the fluctuations seen when a short pulse is used but was

relatively flat for all time that waves were incident on the sample. Any fluctuations

in the scattered signal were due to the bead motion. The oscilloscope was set to

acquire data in the same fashion as explained above for method 2.

8"4 Refey"ey&ees

[1] G.D. Scott, Nature lEE, (1960) 908.
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4" ÐKPER MENT'Aï, ÐA?'.& ANÐ ANAg,YSäS

In this section we present the experimental results and discuss the analysis

used to interpret them. We begin wiih the frequency correlation study, presenting

first a general discussion of how the correlation functions were determined, and then

present specific results from the studies done in the point source and plane wave

geometries. We then discuss the results from the spatial correlation study, again

introducing the section by discussing the calculations leading to the correlation

functions. Finally we present the results of the temporal autocorrelation study,

within which the results from each of the three data acquisition methods are

discussed separateìy.
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4. ß. Fv"eqwewey Cøv"r'e&øtÊøw Stvødy

In the experiment we measured the sound field transmitted through a

sample of random static scatterers, at a number of independent speckles, for

samples of various thickness. The transmitted signal, Fdt), in a given speckle is

actually the sum of the scattered signal F'(t), plus an unscattered component which

we call the ballistic signal. This ballistic signal is a remnant of the incident pulse

(t), that propagates through the sample without scattering [1] and has the same

phase coherence for each speckle. To extract the ballistic signal from the measured

waveform we average the transmitted signals from all speckles together and

subtract the resulting averaged waveform from each speckle. The effect of the

averaging process is to isolate the unscattered component since the scattered signal

in independent speckles have random phases and tend to cancel, while the

unscattered ballistic signal is unaffected by averaging. The unscattered component

can then be removed from the individual transmitted frelds before calculating the

correlation function. The scattered fields are then given by

F(t) = er(ù - (¡h(¿))(",* 
mbre auerage),

(1)

where the ballistic component is given by the second term on the right hand side.

Because the ensemble average is confined to a limited number of speckles, there is

always the possibility that a small remnant scattered signal would persist after

ensemble averaging. To ensure that this was not a problem, we took advantage of

the temporal resolution between the ballistic pulse and the bulk of the scattered
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fields to limit the averaged wave, (¡h(¿)), to early times where there is only ballistic

signal, before subtracting it from the transmitted signal. The ballistic component is

a larger component of the transmitted signal for thinner samples, and becomes

comparable to the amplitude of the scattered field in the thinnest sample studied.

In thicker samples however, the ballistic component has minimal contribution to the

transmitted signal. Examples of the incident, I(t), transmitted, Fr<t),

averaged,(¡h(¿)), and scattered signals, ,F(e), for two thicknesses are shown in Fig.

4.1' The incident pulse is shown on the Left panels Figs. 4.1 (a),(e). It consists of two

oscillations with a pulse width of about I ¡rs, and a frequency bandwidth ranging

from 1 to 4 MHz: in the plot the input pulse is normalized to a peak value of unity.

The transmitted signals Figs. 4.1 &),(Ð, shown in the right panels, extend over

many microseconds, and undergo rapid fluctuations in phase and amplitude as

result of the interference of waves traveling different scattering paths. These

transmitted signals are an order of magnitude or more smaller in amplitude than

the input signal, as a result of the very strong scattering. The time axis on the plots

is set so that the input pulse impinges on the sample at time f = 0, with the delay in

the transmitted signal arising from the time taken for the signal to travel through

the sample. The 3.24 mm sample has a large unscattered component at early times

that is shown in the averaged waveform Fig. 4.1 (c) to be a significant fraction of the

scattered signal, Fig. 4.1 (d), for this thickness. In contrast the 10.12 mm sample

shows a ballistic signal, Fig. 4.1 (g), which is a tiny portion of the scattered signal,

Fig. 4.1 (r), since it is exponentially attenuated with increasing thickness.
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To determine the correlation function from the scattered signals we first

calculate the complex Fast Fourier Transform ßFT) of each record. We then FFT

the input waveform and determine the response function of the medium, ,B(v),

A(v) = 
F(')/' 

'= '/r(,) (2)

where F(v) is the FFT of the transmitted scattered waveform, -F'(ú), and (v) is the

FFT of the input waveform, (t). This response function renormalizes the scattered

signal to account for different relative amplitudes of different frequency components

contained in the input signal. In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 we show the magnitudes of the

FFTs of the data presented in Fig. 4.1. Fíg. 4.2 shows F(v), I(v) and .B(v) for the

3.24 mm sample and Fig. 4.3 shows F(v), I(v) and,B(v) for the 10.12 mm sample.

We see from the two sets of figures that, with equal frequency weighting, the

response to the input signal will have more rapid fluctuations for a thicker sample.

The frequency correlation function is then calculated from the response

function

s(^v) = ftJor
. n-i-7

- l- T
s(o) f*

v)R.(v + lv)dv

n("t)R.(r, + a,v¿

n-L

(3)

where ¿ is the total number of data points in the frequency range from vo to v,, over

which the correlation function is calculated, Lv = Lv¡ = iáv is the frequency shift,

ar,d 6v is the frequency interval between adjacent points in the FFTs. The factor
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1/g(0) is the correlation function evaluated at i = 0 and ensures that the correlation

function is normalized to unity at zero frequency shift. We ensemble average g(Av)

over all of the independent speckles from which data were acquired and then

compare lS(4")l with the theoretical expressions developed in Chapter 2.

4"n.X Foinü So¡,rrce Geonaeûry

The results for five samples ranging in thickness from 1.9 to 25 mm are

shown in Fig. 4.4. These data were acquired using the focusing transducer of

central frequency 2.5 MHz and the correlation functions were calculated for a

frequency range of 2-3 MHz, a range in which the majority of the input signal is

contained (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). We see that the correlation function decays more

rapidly as the sample thickness increases.

To quantitatively evaluate these data, we wish to compare them to

theoretically predicted correlation functions. As there is no analytical expression for

g(Av) in the point source geometry, we first calculate the diffusion time profile J(t)

and FFT it to obtain the correlation function. An example of this is shown in Fig.

4.5, where the left panel indicates the time profrle for diffusion through a 10-mm-

thick sample, and the right panel shows the magnitude of FFT of that profile, or

gøv). The parameters used in the calculation of J(t) are D, Io, r, and ,L. The best

values of these parameters have been determined previously by fitting the diffusion

time profile, and at the central frequency of 2.5 MHz their values were found to be D

= 0.43 mm2/¡rs, ro = L2 ps, and l* = 0.8 mm [2]. In Fig. 4.G we show theoretical
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correlation functions for g(Au), calculated using these values, overlaid on the data of

Fig. 4.4. These theoretical correlation functions were calculated in the diffusion

approximation using the above parameter values. The theoretical curves agree well

with the data for all but the thinnest sample at this frequency range. In this thin

sample the pulse propagation is mostly ballistic with only a small amount of

scattering occurring and we do not expect diffusion theory to provide a good

description of the data in this regime.

Because the input signal had bandwidth of 1 to 4 MHz, we have also

determined the correlation functions from the data for the L-2 MHz,3-4 MHz and

1.2 to 3.8 MHz ranges. These are shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 where data for

only three thicknesses, a thin L = 3.24 mm, medium Z = 9.96 mm, and thick ^L =

25.43 mm, are plotted. We see that the correlation functions decay much more

rapidly for the lower frequency range, possibly indicating a frequency dependence in

the parameters D and ro. To compare the theory with the data for these frequency

ranges we have calculated theoretical curves for each frequency range, as shown in

Figs 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. The parameters used for the l-2Mlrirz range were D = 0.29

m-2/¡rs, to= 40 ¡rs, and l* = 0.8 mm, while for the 3-4M]Hzrange they were D = 0.35

mmz/ps, ro = I ¡rs, and l* = 0.8 mm; these values were the results of ûtting to time

profrle data [3,4]. The theoretical predications frt quite well for the medium and

thicker samples in all frequency ranges but as the sample thickness decreases to

the point where it becomes only a few mean free paths the agreement is not as good.
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We see the theory is in better agreement with the data for the lower

frequency range which may be evidence for a considerable amount of dispersion in

the 3-4 MHz range. Within each frequency range however, the agreement is

generally better for the thicker samples, indicating a consistent breakdown in the

theory for thinner samples over all frequency ranges.

4.'X..2 FXane Wave Geom.eúry

In the plane wâve geometry, we acquired data from samples of four different

thicknesses. We were unable to generate a strong enough signal to obtain reliable,

clean data from samples of thickness L > 10 mm, where the lack of signal strength

lead to poor signal to noise characteristics in the detected signals. The results for

the four sample thicknesses are shown in Fig. 4.10. Once again we note that the

correlation functions decay more quickly as the sample thickness increases. For two

of the samples, data were acquired with the hydrophone both up close to the sample

face, where the separation was - 2 mm (near fí,etd), and far from the sample face,

where the separation was approximately 15 cm (far field). For the 10 mm sample

there is very little difference between the data acquired in the different manners,

while for the thinner sampLe, the correlation function decays much faster when the

data were acquired in the far field. This results from a spurious broadening of the

diffusive time profile caused by the extra transit time required for sound leaving the

sample at oblique angles (with respect to the normal) to travel through the water to

the detector. Experimentally this means that the detecting
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hydrophone needs be as close as possible to the sample, in order to avoid obtaining

spurious data, particularly for thin samples where the effect is more pronounced.

Using Eq. (30) from chapter 2, we can calculate theoretical correlation

functions for each of the four thicknesses. This has been done and the results are

shown in Fig. 4.11, where the theory is compared with data. The values used in the

calculation were D = 0.43 m-2/¡,s, to= !2 ¡rs, and l* = 0.8 mm 12,8,4], which are the

same values used for the point source correlation functions, in this frequency range.

We have included in the plot the intermediate thickness, t = 5.06 mm, data (denoted

by hollow symbols) which were acquired in the far freld. We do not expect the pulse

broadening to have as large an effect at this thickness as it did for the L = 3.24 mm

sample, and we do not have near field data from this thickness. The theoretical

curves match the data for the 3.24 mm and 10.17 mm sample very well. The

agreement is less good for the 5.06 mm sample, where the data decorrelate faster

than the theory. This difference between data and theory is likely due to use of the

detector in the far field, rather than from a problem in the theory. This argument is

reinforced when we recall that data taken from the far field tend to decorrelate

faster than those from the near field as seen in Fig. 4.10. On the other hand the

theory does not agree at all well with data taken from the 1.9 mm sample, where

the data decorrelates faster than theory.

In general, we see that the theory agrees well with the data for all but the

thinnest samples, where it breaks down dramatically.
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To further investigate the interpretation of the data using the diffusion

approximation, we frt the theory to data to determine the values for D and rowhich

best describe the data. The results of this fitting process are shown in Fig. 4.12.

The best frts to the data are shown along with the parameters of D and ro

corresponding to each fit. The fit curves closely approximate the data, particularly

for the thicker samples, and the fit to thinnest sample is surprisingly good. However

the parameters generated for each fit are quite different from the parameters we

expect at this frequency range. Again the thickest sample has the best agreement,

and, as the sample thickness is reduced, the fitted parameters become further

removed from our accepted values. We note a gradual decline in the values of both

D and roasthe sample thickness decreases. The parameters for the 1.9 mm sample

do not appear to frt this trend, especially for ro which has an unphysically large

value.

For all sample thicknesses, we find that a wide range of the parameters D

and ro give acceptable fits, making it difficult to pin them down unequivocally from

frequency correlation data alone. This problem occurs largely because of the

correlation between D and ro in the fits. This problem has a larger effect in the

frequency correlations than in the time domain data (where D is largely determined

by the initial rise of the diffusion pulse, and roby its long time tail). If the measured

correlation function extended over an additional decade before being lost in the

background noise, it would be possible to determine D and r@ more reliably from the

frequency correlation; this is a formidable experirnental challenge since the
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frequency range over which the correlation function can be measured is made

narrow due to dispersion. Thus one, would need to average over an extremely large

(>1000) number of independent speckles to get better results. For the present data

we conclude that the most meaningful comparison between experiment and theory

can be made for the calculated correlation functions shown in Fig. 4.11.

It appears that for a plane wave input, diffusion theory and experiment agree

very well for thicknesses where L > 3 mm, however, for tr less than this there are

dramatic discrepancies. This breakdown between theory and experiment seems to

happen quite suddenly as the sample thickness is reduced. To investigate this

further, we begin by recalling that the correlation function is the Fourier transform

of the diffusive time series. Thus we turn to the diffusive time series to learn more

about this behavior.

For each of the samples, in both the point source and plane wave geometries,

we can analyze the data, from which the correlation functions were determined, in

terms of the diffusion time profile. We use these data to examine the behavior of the

diffusion profiles for the thinnest samples to investigate further the break d,own of

the diffusion theory at these sample thicknesses. In Fig. 4.13 we plot the 2-3 MHz

correlation data for three samples along with the FFT of the diffusive time series for

those same samples. These FFTs agree closely with the correlation functions, the

small observed differences probably reflecting the effects of dispersion arising from

the large frequency range in the diffusive pulse data. The agreement indicates that

an examination of the comparison between the diffusion data and theory may give
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us insight into the corresponding relationship between the correlation functions and

theory.

In Figs. 4.I4 and 4.15, we show the comparisonbetween time domain data

and diffusion theory for the two thinnest samples. The plane-wave data and theory

are shown in Fig. 4.14, while Fig. 4.15 shows the corresponding point-source results.

For the 3.24 mm sample, two theory curves are shown, the solid lines representing

the theory normalized to fit the tail of the time-domain data and the dashed lines

representing the theory rescaled to fit the peaks in the data. @ecause it is diffrcult

to accurately measure the absolute transmitted intensity in our experiments [2, 3],

the relative magnitude of theory and data is treated as an adjustable scaling factor,

of order unity, in the fitting procedure.) In the plane-wave geometry, we see that for

the 3.24 mm sample, the solid line gives a very good description of the data over

most of the time profile, the exception being the narrow peak between 2 and 4 ps

where some additional scattering is observed in the data. By contrast, for the 1.9

mm sample, diffusion theory fails to give an adequate description of the data at all

times; not only does the theory begin and peak at earlier times than the data, but it

falls well below the data at long times (where no plausible normalization of the

theory is consistent with the amount of scattering seen in the data). The

corresponding point-source picture (Fig. 4.15) illustrates the differences between

theory and experiment even more dramatically. Again, we see that the initial rise of

the diffusion profile is predicted by the theory to occur before it is actually observed

in the data; furthermore, in the point-source geometry, this holds for both the 1.9

mm and 3.24mm samples.
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The 3.24 mm sample, corresponding to a thickness to mean free path ratio of

L/l* x 4, appears to have a "critical" thickness where the breakdown of diffusion

theory is beginning to manifest itself, but where it is not complete. To focus on this

behaviour, we plot in Fig. 4.L6, tlne plane-wave and point-source data, along with

theory, for this sample. Again we emphasize that the solid lines in this figure show

that diffusion theory can give a very good description of the data for this sample at

times beyond the peak in the intensity profile, but that the theory becomes

inadequate to describe the data at early times where only a few scatterings have

occurred. We note that this behaviour also elucidates the origin of the apparently

good agreement between theory and experiment for the initial decay of the

frequency correlation function, since the frequency correlation function at small

frequency shifts is primarily sensitive to the long-time tail in the time-domain

profile. Thus the time domain data appear more sensitive to the departures from

diffusion theory than occur when the number of scatterings is too few to fully

randomize the phases of the scattered waves. From Fig. 4.16, the crossover to non-

diffusive behaviour is observed for this sample at times in the 3.5 to 4 ps range,

corresponding to about 7 or 8 scatterings.

The deviations from diffusion theory seen at early times in Fig. 4.16 are more

pronounced for the point-source data than for the plane-wave data. These

discrepancies are seen both in the amount by which solid curves fall below the

observed peaks in the data, and in the extent to which the initial rise predicted by

diffusion theory precedes the corresponding rise in the data. The explanation for

this is that a wider distribution of path lengths is sampled in the plane-wave
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geometry than in the point-source geometry for samples of the same thickness. A

representation of this is shown in Fig.4.17

Sampìe

Plane Wave

Hydrophone

Figure 4.13. Distribution of pathlengths
through sample for difÏerent input sources

which shows schematically why plane waves on average undergo more scattering

events before emerging from the sample, for a given thickness, than do waves

generated from a point source. This also suggests that diffusion theory will begin to

break down in the point-source geometry for a larger value of L/l* than in the

plane-wave geometry.

We conclude that our data are represented by diffusion theory very well as

long as the ratio of L/I* is greater than a well defrned limit. For a plane-wave

source, this limit appears to be very close to the value for the 3.24 mm sample,
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giving L/l* x 4. For a point source, the limit appears to be somewhat larger,

between about 4 and 7, as determined from the comparison of diffusion theory with

our data on the 3 mm and 5 mm samples.
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4.2.1, Measurements and AnaLysis

To probe the spatial correlations of multiply scattered sound we measured

the sound field transmitted through the sample , at a large number of closely spaced

positions, in a linear traverse of the sample face. The input waveform was quasi-cw

(continuous wave), which allowed all available paths to be sampled as the sound

propagated through the sample, and ensured the input waveform had a well defined

frequency. At each position, we recorded the detected signal over a 10 ps interval.

Each record was digitized by the oscilloscope into 500 point records with 20 ns time

spacing between points. Data were recorded at 801 positions, separated by 0.03

mm, in each traverse, or scan. The length of each scan was then 24 mm. We then

'inverted'the data into 500 time-bin files where each frle corresponded to a record of

detected field vs. position at a particular time in the original waveforms. Since we

were saturating all available paths by using a continuous wave input pulse we

expect the correlation functions calculated from each file to be identical. There is,

however, a small amount of noise appearing in the individual field vs. position

records functions and by averaging the correlation functions calculated from the

500 files together we are able to reduce the effects of noise in the resulting

correlation function.

We collected data from samples of thickness L = 15 mm, and L = I0 mm. The

majority of the data were taken on the 10 mm sample, where data were acquired
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using input frequencies of 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 MHz. In additiort, at 2.5 MHz we

acquired data from nine independent transverse scans of the sample face, each scan

being made horizontally at a different height along the sample face. Each scan had

the same number of positions and identical separation between positions. From

these scans we calculate an average spatial correlation function, (gr (Âr))""""",

allowing a more accurate determination of the correlation function to be made

because of ensemble averaging. For the other input frequencies we acquired data

from a single scan only. From the 15-mm thick sample we also acquired data from

only a single scan, using an input frequency of 2.5 MHz.

In Fig. 4.L8a we plot the detected field across the sample face at one specific

time, for the 15-mm thick sample. It is also possible for us to extract amplitude and

phase information from these scattered signals via simple manipulation of the field

data as explained in detail in appendix 1. The results of doing this for the freld data

of Fig 4.I8a are presented in Figs.4.18b and 4.18c, respectively. The fluctuations

seen in the field data of Fig. 4.18a and the amplitude data of Fig. 4.18b arise from

the interference caused by sampling different bead distributions as tve traverse the

sample face. The width of the amplitude fluctuations correspond roughly to the size

of the speckle, which can be seen to be slightly bigger than the sound wavelength

(0.6 mm at 2.5 MHz). This is reasonable, because by moving the detector by a

distance of order a wavelength of the sound, the lengths of the different paths the

scattered sound waves must travel to reach the detector will also increase or

decrease by a substantial fraction of a wavelength; thus the net interference at the
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detector will change from constructive to destructive, or vice versa. Figure 4.IBc

shows that the phase of the speckle pattern remains roughly constant over the size

of each speckle, but changes abruptly between speckles. In addition, the average

phase appears to increase slowly towards the centre of the speckle pattern possibly

reflecting some long-range phase correlations in the sample. However more data is

required to establish this and its investigation is beyond the scope of this thesis.

These qualitative observations can be made more rigorous if we calculate the

spatial correlation function from the field vs. position, S(x) data measured in the

experiment. To obtain the field correlation function from S(r) we employed the

following equation.

s,(^') = 
ufuJt(x)^s.(r+ 

lx)ax

= I 'ç;'s(rr)S-(xr+¡x,)
s,(0) fr n-i

(5)

In this equation, gr(0) is the value of the field correlation function at zero position

offset, and ¿ is the total number of data points in the spatial range from ro to r,, over

which the correlation function is calculated. The interval M = M¡ = i6x is the

spatial shift, where 6x is the distance between adjacent points in the scan (0.03

mm). The next step is to average all the gt(h) corresponding to different times to

reduce noise.

For comparison we also calculated the intensity correlation function from the

amplitude vs. position data using
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(¡(4¡(r + ¿x))

tt* = [[,{,)r(x 
+ 

^")d"

= -l-"S' 
t(',)t(*, + t',

It- tu' n -i

(6)

røe j=g tt '

where the intensity, (r), is the square of the amplitude data, and the normalization

factor, lf;u", ís the average value of (r) over the 810 point record length of a given

file, i.e.

r3." =[åËn',,1'

The measured intensity correlation function is simply related to the field correlation

function by

where Bis a constant of order unity that is determinedby the detector geometry [6],

andgr(A.r) is related to g,(Ár) via the Siegert relation [5]

la(l')'l = &(^').

In Fig.4.19 we compare intensity correlation functions calculated for the

three different input wave frequencies used in the experiment. These data were

acquired using the tr = 10 mm cell. We expected the correlation function to decay

faster with increasing frequency since, by the argument given above, a shorter

wavelength of the sound would be expected to result in a smaller speckle size. This

is, indeed, what we observe. Furthermore, the correlation function, Sr(r) drons to Il2

(7)

(8)

(e)
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for the three frequencies when Ar - 0.4 ?,". This is consistent with the expectation

that the average spatial extent of the speckles be approximately equal to the

ultrasonic wavelength when the speckle pattern is observed in the near field, which

at an input frequency of 2.5 MHz corresponds to a wavelength in water of - 0.6 mm.

We do not expect the correlation functions to show any dependence on the

thickness of the sample, since it is the final scattering events that contribute most to

the decay of the spatial correlation function. In Fig. 4.20 we present a comparison of

the correlation functions from samples of different thickness. In this plot, scans

from the L = I0 mm sample (hollow symbols) are plotted with the results from the

single scan of the L = 15 mm cell (solid symbol). Although there is large scatter in

the data for the different scans, the data for the two sample thicknesses are at least

shown to be consistent with each other in this figure, as the 15 mm sample data

overlaps one of the scans for the 10 mm sample. However, the independence of the

correlation function on sample thickness is not clearly demonstrated, pointing to the

need for better ensemble averaging to obtain a more definitive result.
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We now turn to the largest collection of data, acquired from the L = 10 mm

sample, using an input frequency of 2.5 MHz. The results of the nine transverse

scans are plotted in Fig. 4.2I, along with their average, (gL(Lx))""or,". We notice

large fluctuations in the data for position shifts larger than 0.8 mm, which mostly

disappear in the averaged correlation function.

To interpret these data, we make use of the theoretical expression for the

spatial correlation function whose derivation was outlined in the theory section

(Chapter 2, Eq.(40)).

st(tx¡ = ,t'Y T) 
' (4)

where I{ = rcD / Az. This equation was derived for use in light scattering experiments

where the coherent input beam is scattered from a rough circular surface. Although

our experimental geometry is different, there is an approximate correspondence

between this simple model and our experiment, as can be seen from Fig. 422below.

Glass Bead Sample

Hydrophone

Figure 4.22Deta:Iof sor¡¡d detection geometry in our exlreriment.

The scattered waves that determine the speckle pattern come from the last

---rr^--:-- ^--^-¿^:-^:l^ ¿L^ ^^*-l^ ^-l +L^-^f^-^ 
^.,:+L -^-,1^* -L^^^^\scatte)rutB, eve)llLlt tlrsruc Lrlu sarrrljrc, ilrlrl. LlrurElrJrY Ylrrur5v \wruu to.lruvrr¡ lruaÐúÐ/
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from a region within approximately a mean free path of the interface between the

randomly distributed glass beads and a thin polystyrene wall. The detector is a

miniature hydrophone, whose circular tip has diameter 200 pm which is

considerably less than a wavelength of the sound in water; as a result, the

hydrophone's angular acceptance is determined by diffraction and extends to quite

large angles of incidence. However, the actual range of angles over which sound is

detected is smaller than this limit, because of the effects of refraction of the sound

waves leaving the sample through the polystyrene wall. This is depicted inFíg. 4.22

where D is the diameter of a circulat area on the sample wall, from which scattered

sound is directed out to be detected by the hydrophone. In our experiment D/z x 2,

since the maximum angle for sound leaving the sample is - 45 degrees, determined

from Snell's law, using the phase velocities of the wall sample and water outside the

sample [3]. For an input frequency of 2.5MHz, we therefore, estimate values of K

on the order of 10 mm-l. We caution, however, that this theoretical approach is only

an approximate model for our experiment, the main limitations being that the

theory was developed for a far-field measurement while we detect in the near field,

and that D is only a rough estimate of the area sampled by the hydrophone.

The results of fitting the averaged correlation function for the L = 10 mm

sample to theory are plotted in Fig. 4.23. The main picture shows the initial decay

of the correlation function, while the inset plot extends the r-axis to include larger

position shifts. From this inset we see that the theory exhibits fluctuations

comparable to the fluctuations found in the data, although the first minimum in the

theory is much deeper than in the da-ta. The resultant fit to the data is dominated
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by the initial decay of the correlation function, giving a reasonable description of the

data and yield.ing a value of /{ of 6.5 mm-l, which is roughly 60 % of our estimated

value. In view of the approximations involved, this correspondence between

experiment and theory is satisfactory'

we compare the field and intensity correlation functions of data taken from

tf]e L= 15 mm sample in Fig. 4.24. T:he field. correlation function, g{Atc)' is found in

the top panel, (Fig. 4.24a), and the intensity correlation function' Sz(b) is shown in

Fíg. 4.24b. These figures also include the results of fitting the two correlation

functions to their respective theoretical expressions. While neither fi-t appears to be

very good, the lack of suffrcient ensemble averaging limits the accuracy of the

experimental results. Nevertheless the values found for 1( are consistent' giving

values of I{ - 5.5 mm-l, which also differs from our predicted value by roughly a

factor of two. We use the two correlation functions to test the Siegert relation' This

comparison is shown in Fig. 4.25, where the relationship is seen to hold'
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In the temporal autocorrelation study, we used ultrasound to study the

dynamics of scattering particles moving in a fluidized bed. Ultrasound was

scattered from a slurry of glass beads in motion in a fluidized bed and detected after

the scattered signals had been transmitted through the slurry. The beads were set

in motion by flowing a water-glycerol solution upwards through the fluidized bed,

which raised the beads and countered the sedimenting effects of gravity on the

beads. By varying the flow rate of this counterflowing solution we were able to vary

the occupied volume fraction of beads within the bed allowing for data to be taken at

a number of volume fractions. The reason this works is that the average

sedimentation velocity of the beads is concentration dependent, due to

hydrodynamic interactions between beads. At low occupied volume fraction, þ, the

beads will sediment faster. We can therefore select a particular úby selecting a {low

speed that is equal to the sedimentation speed for the desired volume fraction.

Another parameter that affects the bead dynamics is the viscosity of the

counterflowing fluid. We were able to study this by changing the percentage of

glycerol in the fluid, thereby changing its viscosity by more than an order of

magnitude over the course of the experiment.

Data were acquired using three separate acquisition methods, as explained

in the apparatus and procedure section. Correspondingly we present the results in

three sections, each one focusing on a specific method. We were interested in
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determining the mean-square particle displacements, (otr(4), as a function of

time, and from the slope of a plot of (ar'z(r)) vs. time, d,etermine the variance in the

velocity, (or'). To achieve this, the freld correlation function, gr(t)(r),was calculated

from the data, and from this we could determine (o.r(4).

4.& "'1, F trll Wavefo m Measuremen ts {føst -frøme}

In this method, data were collected for sound transmitted through the

fluidized bed when the input waveform was a train of short pulses. We focused our

attention on a several-¡rs-long portion of the scattered field after each incident

pulse. By employing a segmented memory feature, called fast-frame, in our

digitizing oscilloscope, we concatenated these sections into a single record. This

allowed us to rapidly acquire data, in the form of a series of 'snapshots' of a portion

of the scattered signal. The maximum number of snapshots we could concatenate

into a single record was 910, with each snapshot containing b0 points.

In Fig 4.26, we show five such snapshots, or frames. The temporal width of

each frame is 2 prs, representing the scattered field in the 2 ps that follows the

triggering of the oscilloscope. The trigger of the oscilloscope was delayed with

respect to the time at which the input pulse, of width - 6 Fs, impinged on the sample

by an amount of time that was long enough to allow the ballistic signal to pass

through the system. This meant that each frame represented a portion of the

scattered field, rather than a mixed signal containing some ballistic signal and some
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scattered signal. These data were recorded with an occupied volume fraction, or

density of beads of 6 = 0.11, using, as a counterflowing fluid, a 90% glycerol solution

which had a calculated viscosity of r¡ = 198 cP. These five frames show the scattered

signal in response to five sequential input pulses, with each pulse separated by

13.97 ms. Over these frve frames we see very little variation in the scattered signal

indicating that the 13.97 ms interval between frames is sufficiently short that small

changes in the scattered freld can be measured. In Fig. 4.27, we show five more

frames from the same record; in this case however, the separation between frames is

20 input pulses, or 0.28 s. Now we see the variation between frames is more

pronounced, particularly in frame 40, at -1 ps, where the scattered signal has

destructively interfered to the point where it is tiny.

One advantage of collecting data in this method is that we were able to

extract, from these frames, snapshots of the amplitude and phase of the scattered

signal, within the time window covered by each frame. This allows us to calculate

both freld and intensity correlation functions, in a method analogous to that

discussed in the previous section on spatial correlations. It also opens up a novel

possibility of using phase information to directly probe the particle dynamics,

although this possibility is not pursued in this thesis. In Fig. 4.28, we show the

amplitudes of the fields that were shown in Fig. 4.26. Again we see very little

variation between frames. The amplitudes are somewhat flat over the time spanned

by each frame, which is expected since the frame width of 2 ¡rs is smaller than the

pulse width of 6 ¡rs, and it is the pulse width that sets the timescale for fluctuations

in the field. In Fig. 4. 29, we show the amplitudes of the frelds that were plotted in
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Fíg. 4.27. We see a larger variation in amplitudes between the frames, indicating

that the beads have become further displaced from their original positions, in the

longer time interval between these frames.

The phase variation, for the same sequences of field frames, are shown in

Figs. 4.30 and 4.31, and again we notice little variation between sequential frames

(Fig. a.30) but larger variations when the frames are separated by a longer time

(Fig. a.31).

The next step in analyzing these data is to extract the scattered freld at a

particular time in each frame, and construct a record consisting of the field values of

all 910 frames at this chosen sampling time, S(e,). This is shown in Fig. 4.32, where

we have chosen to examine the field at the three sampling times, 0.52, 1.0 and 1.52

ps. Evident in this plot are dramatic fluctuations in the field corresponding to the

bead motion over I2.7 s. Plots corresponding to the amplitude, and phase records

at these times are shown in Figs. 4.33 and 4.34. We see that the phase meanders

about, getting further from its starting point as the record progresses. It is from the

records of amplitude and field that we calculate the correlation functions. A

summary plot with the phase, amplitude and field records, at the middle time, t =

1.0 ps, is shown in Fig. 4.35.

To determine the correlation functions from our data, we use equations

similar to Eqs. (5) and (6) from the previous section on spatial correlation functions.

For the field correlation function we use
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where ,S(t) represents the scattered field, n¿ is the total number of data points and r

is the time shift, r= ri=i^t,with /úbeing the time interval between adjacent data

points, (in this case the repetition rate of the input pulses). We frnd the intensity

correlation function using

e,(,) =;fultfOs.(r + r)dr

t 
='sþr)s.þ, 

+ '')- 
"ft) fu *-i '

ez(") = rt;['r,l'(t+)at

where the intensíty, I(t) = A(tf , is the square of the amplitude data. We normalize

by the factor, I!u, , which is the average value of Êçt¡, defined in Eq. (7).

In Fig. 4.36, we show these correlation functions with the intensity

correlation in the top panel and the field correlation in the bottom panel. The

variations between the correlation functions in each plot are attributable to noise

fluctuations within each record and would be reduced if a number of independent

correlation functions from each time were averaged together.

A test of the Siegert relationship, Eq. (9), between the intensity and field

correlations, is demonstrated in Fig. 4.37, but the resolution of the correlation

functions is limited by the number of data points in the decay of the correlation

function. In order to examine faster particle dynamics, we need to acquire longer

record lengths, with shorter sampling times between points in the record. In this

(10)

(1 1)

t22
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respect the fast-frame approach is limited in two ways: First the maximum number

of frames that can be concatenated into a single record is too few to allow us to look

at long record lengths, and secondly the maximum trigger rate of the oscilloscope

determines how quickly we can sample between frames, and for fast dynamics this

limit is too slow. One way of achieving shorter sampling times and longer record

lengths with our existing experiment is to employ a boxcar integrator to sample the

scattered signal at a single point in the diffusive time profile. This allows us to

obtain long record lengths, of up to 50 000 points, which improves the accuracy with

which the correlation function can be determined. The results of using the boxcar

integrator are presented and discussed in the next section.

4.3.2 Eoxcar lntegrator

Within a system of a particular viscosity and volume fraction we could set the

boxcar to collect transmitted data at some sampling time after an incident pulse had

impinged upon the sample. By making this gate width smaller than the period of

the field oscillations in the input pulse, we were able to examine the transmitted

signal for sound that had traversed a small range of pathlengths, determined by the

width of the input pulse. Concatenating the response of the boxcar to 50 000

incident pulses produced a record of the scattered sound field at the sampling time,

which gave us a long record of the bead dynamics. In Fig. 4.38 we show the boxcar

data recorded at three bead volume fractions ín a 70o/o glycerol-water mixture which

had a viscosity of q = 25.7 cP. A summary table of parameters relating to the data

acquired using boxcar integrator can be found in Appendix 2.
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For these data, we used the following equation to calculate the temporal

correlation function for the fields

eÍa)(,) = 
#OJs(¿)s.(¿ 

+)dt

* 1 lts(¿;)s.(¿, +zr)
- ff\t)- ?* *-,

(12)

where n¿ is the total number of data points and r is the time shift, r = r¿ = iAt, wittr

At the time interval between adjacent data points, and t, = s/v'refers to the

sampling time in the diffusion profile corresponding to a pathlength s for which the

correlation function is measured.

Correlation functions calculated from the boxcar data that were shown in

Fig. 4.38 are plotted in Fig. 4.39, which shows that the correlation function decays

faster as the volume fraction decreases. This reflects the fact that a lower volume

fraction is obtained by increasing the flow rate. For a quicker flow rate, the beads

are moving faster, and the fluctuations in the field are more rapid, so that it takes

less time for the beads to move far enough to cause the correlation function to decay.

We acquired data at different sampling times, each time occurring at a

different point in the scattered field, measured with respect to the time at which the

input pulse had entered the sample. In Fig 4.40 we show the time profile for sound

transmitted through a volume fraction of 6= 0.18, and viscosity, 4 =25.7 cP. On

this profile we indicate three times at which we sampled the scattered signal with

the boxcar integrator. The correlation functions corresponding to the data collected

from these three times are plotted in Fig. 4.4I, which shows that the correlation
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functions decay more rapidly for later sampling times. This happens because the

pathlengths represented by these times are longer and thus the beads need move a

shorter distance before the sum over the pathlength of the phase shifts, contributed

by each scattering event, causes the correlation function to decay to the same value.

At long sampling times the correlation function has increased sensitivity for

measuring small displacements of the beads, while for early times we can measure

larger bead displacements before the correlation function decays to its noise

background. We also see that the correlation function from the earliest sampling

time, g{b)(r), levels off at a value of 0.25. This is caused by a constant background

superimposed on the scattered signal that arises from sampling at such an early

time in the diffusion profile that the ballistic, unscattered signal is also present. In

the case of the fast-frame acquisition method it is possible to remove the ballistic

from the scattered signal (as done in the frequency correlation study) but this is not

feasible for the boxcar data. In general it is better to delay the acquisition time

until this ballistic signal has passed through the system.

As previously explained, data were acquired for three viscosities of

suspending mixture. In Fig. 4.42, we plot correlation functions from data collected at

comparable sampling times in the three mixtures and demonstrate that the

correlation function is strongly viscosity dependent. The most viscous, most

absorbing, mixture decays much more slowly than the less viscous mixtures.

When data were taken from a system using a 90o/o glycerol solution, the

transmitted signal was very noisy (Fig. a. 3) causing a spurious, initial, drop in the
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correlation function before it began to decay smoothly, as shown in Fig. 4.44. To

remove this drop from the correlation function we employed the two methods as

illustrated in Fig. 4.45. The first method used adjacent averaging to smooth the

boxcar data. The results of using this averaging process have already been shown in

Fig. 4.43, where the average was calculated over 11 points. The correlation function

resulting from this averaged signal is represented by the open circles shown in Fig.

4.45, and we see that, while the sudden jump has been removed, there is little effect

on the later part of the correlation record. This can be seen in the inset plot of Fig.

4.45 where the original data is plotted along with the correlation functions that have

been found using the two methods. The limitation of the first method comes from

determining the number of points over which to perform the adjacent averaging: if

we choose too few, the signal is still noisy, while choosing too many poÍnts causes

information to be lost. The second method attempts to remove this uncertainty. In

this method we extrapolated the correlation function back to its vertical axis

intercept, and then renormalized the data by this intercept. The extrapolation is

achieved by fitting the first few points of the decay of the correlation function to a

decaying exponential of the form y - Ae-b". This frtting process is also shown in

Fig. 4.45 where the original data are plotted using the open square symbols, the fit

is the straight line, and the renormalized correlation function is represented by the

dashed line. The inset plot shows that the two methods are equivalent, and since it

is easier to perform the adjacent averaging over a small number of points this is the

method used for our analysis of these noisy data.

To determine quantitative results regarding the bead displacements, we use
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(13)

to interpret the measured temporal field correlation functions. This can be written

in terms of measured quantities in our experiment using s = uE ú", where u, is the

energy velocity of the sound transmitted through the sample, t" is the sampling time

at which the field is measured in the diffusion profile, I" = 3D I uz , and

ho = 2o f I u o. Thus the mean square displacement is given by

(14)

The second equation makes use of the approximation ue * uE [3] which has been

shown experimentally to be a good approximation for sound propagation through

randomly packed suspensions of glass beads in water. Eq. (1a) expresses the

correlation function in terms of quantities for diffusing sound that can be directly

measured experimentally.

We therefore need to obtain values for uo, u", and D for each viscosity and

volume fraction. To measure these parameters, we first analyze tlne ballistic, or

unscattered component of the signal transmitted through the sample, which allows

a value of the group velocity to be determined [1]. In Fig. 4.46a we show a ballistic

waveform that is the result of averaging 100 independent transmitted waveforms

(see the frequency correlation analysis for an explanation of this). For the cell

thickness used in our experiment the ballistic signal is rather small, and provides a
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particularly demanding example of the technique used in ref. [1] for measuring the

group velocity in strongly scattering media. We also show, in Fig 4.46b, a signal

obtained by detecting the input pulse transmitted through the fluidized bed filled

only with the glycerol-water mixture. This reference signal is a representation of

the original input signal used in the experiment. By calculating the slight time

difference between the middle of the reference signal and the middle of the ballistic

signal, we can determine the group velocity [1], since this time difference arises due

to the extra transit time required for the signal to traverse the beads. Much of the

ballistic signal in Fig. 4.46a appears to be dominated by low frequency components

of the pulse, a result of the strong frequency dependence of the scattering mean free

path in this system. It also appears that a large amount of scattered signal has

survived the averaging process. To determine u, from the centre of the signals, it is

crucial to digitally frlter each signal to remove the low frequency component. We

apply a Gaussian bandpass filter to each signal to limit its frequency content to a

range of frequencies around the central frequency of the input signal. We find this

central frequency by locating the peak of the Fourier transform of each signal, as

shown in Fig. 4.47. Before the transforms were calculated, the temporal extent of

each signal was limited to approximately the width of the input pulse which

removes the scattered signal that survived the averaging process. The truncated

records are indicated by the dashed lines in Figs. 4.46 (a,b). From Fíg. 4.47, we note

the dominant frequency of the input signal is around 2.35 lvlÍIz. This plot also

includes Fourier transforms of the filtered reference and ballistic signals, which are

shown in the time domain in Fig. 4.48. The central frequency used in the bandpass
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filter was 2.35 li.{}lz, and the bandwidth was 0.2 MHz. The time at the middle of

each signal is marked on the graph. From the difference between these times, we

can calculate the group velocity, since the time to go through the beads, tBrod", must

equal the time taken to go through the water-glycerol mixture, t._6, plus the

measured time difference, Aú, that is

tøo¿"=tr-6*Lt. (15)

Now ú6"o¿" = L/t)r, where Z is the sample thickness, and t._g = L/u*_ç where u.,_6 is

the velocity of the sound in the water-glycerol mixture. Thus we calculate the group

velocity from these relations and Eq. (15), using

Uo= (16)
L

-+Lt
Uw-G

The water-glycerol velocity, u.-5, is measured in a similar fashion except in this

case the time difference arises between the centre of the pulse through the cell

containing the mixture and a pulse through the water tank with no cell in place. We

then use the following equations to determine ur_6

t"ample¡1r6 + Lt = t"o*pl"^¡rur" Q7)

where tsan,pl"¡lrerefers to the time taken for sound to travel through a region of

water equal to the total thickness, 23"¿ of the fluidized bed, and t"ampt"*¡¡u," refers to

the transit time of sound through the sample filled with the mixture. Now

t"o*pl"^¡,u,"=tcell^.o,u,"*t*oll", whetet""Il^i,rur" is thg time taken for sound to travel
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through the thickness, L, of the sample enclosed by the walls, and t*¿¡, is the time

taken for transit through the walls of total thickness d. Therefore

which

t"o*pl"¡1r6 + At = tcell^¡¡ur" * twalls

"' 
tcell^¿rrr" = tro^pl"¡lrs - Lt - t*o¡¡"

rewrite using tcell^¡¿u," = Lf u*-6 ,

(18)

tutalls = df u¿^ti", and

tro*pl"¡1re = Ln"¿ lunro

and rearrange to isolate ur-6

Le,¿ - d +at=
uH"O u plastic

La"¿ - d +Lt=
uHro u pløstic

L

L
Uut-G

(1e)

(20)

L
Uw-G

"w-ç- L*¿_ d +tt
lrro u plastic

Measured values of u.-s in the experiment ranged from 1.88 mm/Fs for the 90%

glycerol solution to L.74 mm/prs for a 60% solution, while measured values of u"

ranged from 1.80 mm/¡rs for a90o/o solution and volume fraction of 0.11 to 1.3 mm/ps

for a 70o/o solution at volume fraction of 0.45.

In order to measure the phase velocity one finds the time difference between

points in the equivalent oscillation in the two signals used to calculate us and uses

this time difference in Eq. (6). This method, however, is limited by the ability to

pick out the equivalent oscillations in the signals when the medium is dispersive

requiring results from more than one sample thickness to unambiguously pinpoint
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uo. Since we had only a single thickness available in this experiment, we resorted to

a theoretical determination of the phase velocity. The method used for this was

developed by Page et aI.fI), where the dispersion curve for sound propagation in a

suspension of solid spheres is calculated. The calculation is made using known

values for the longitudinal and transverse velocities of sound in the solid, as well as

the longitudinal velocity of sound in the fluid. These velocities and the densities of

the solid and fluid have either been measured or are known for the constituents of

our scattering medium. In Fig. 4.49, we show the calculated phase velocity as a

function of frequency for three volume fractions of beads. Here the frequency is

expressed in dimensionless units /e,,ø where k*a = 2nfl u*a is the sound wave

vector in the fluid and o, is the bead radius. The phase velocities corresponding to

the central frequency in the pulse are obtained directly from this plot. This

theoretical model can also be used to calculate group velocities, and these

calculations can provide an indirect check on the accuracy of the theory, since we

have measured the group velocities. The calculation requires that the derivative of

the dispersion curve, da¡/dlz, be evaluated to obtain the group velocity. This has

been done for our volume fractions, as shown in Fig. 4.50. From theses curves we

obtain theoretical group velocities ranging from 1.33 mm/¡rs for þ : 0.45 to 1.64

mm/ps for þ :0.18, with both calculations done for a 70o/o solution of glycerol. These

values compare well with the measured group velocities, indicating that the values

calculated for the phase velocities are also valid.
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To obtain the diffusion coefficient, D, we fit the measured diffusive profile to

theoretical expressions derived for the flux, J(t), of ultrasound diffusing through a

slab-like sample of scatterers. These equations were first presented in section 2.1.2,

and are;

,-r2f+Dt r-tlto¡(t) =

with

I{-

and the values of prare the zeros of

2rLz t io,r-nP2'tlt) ,

n=L

(2r)

(23)

(24)

Ao= þ,1þ,1{ sin þ, - cos þ,]fsin(þ,zo I L) + þ,1{ cos(p,zo I L)f
(22)

p'" I{' + 2I( + I

The dimensionless constant .I( is found from

2l* L+ R
3LL_R

2pI(tanP =
p2I{2 -t

We show, in Fig. 4.51, typical data for the diffusion profrle for sound through the

fluidized bed at a volume fraction of 6 = 0.18. Also on this plot is the best fit to the

data, yielding a value for D of 0.63 mmz/¡rs. Results for other volume fractions and

water-glycerol mixtures can be found in appendix 2.

We use the determined parameters, the correlation function data, and Eq.

(14) to obtain the mean square bead displacements as a function of time, (arz(r)).

We expect that data collected at different sampling times within a given occupied
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volume fraction will yield identical graphs of (ar'z(z)) vs. time since the pathlength

dependence seen in the correlation function (Fig. a.al) should be removed when the

particle displacements are calculated. This is verified in Fig. 4.52, where we show

(År'(C) vs. time for data taken at two sampling times at the volume fractíon þ =

0' 18. We see that data measured at different sampling times give the same results

for (nrz(r)), .o.t,ri.tcingly demonstrating that the dependence of the correlation

function on pathlength is correctly derived in the model (Eq. (1a)). Overlaid on the

curves of Fig. 4.52 is a straight line indicating quadratic, or t2, behavior. We note

that, at this density, the data exhibit this time dependence up to some point beyond

which the data 'roll over' into background. The observed t2 dependence indicates

that the behavior results from deterministic motion. This we attribute to convective

flows in the fluidized bed. To interpret this further we determine the variance in

particle velocity in a similar fashion to that of Xue et al. [6] where (l;rr(4) is given

by

(*,(4) = (tv,),2,

The dependence of the particle displacements on volume fraction is shown in Fig.

4.53, where we plot (t'(4) vs. time for three volume fractions. These curves were

obtained from the correlation functions shown in Fig. 4.39. We find small variations

between the three curves. The velocity variance is obtained by fitting a quadratic

equation to these data and finding the slope of the frt that most resembles the data.
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In Table 1 we summarize the results for the velocity variance found in

and include comparisons of this variance with the flow velocity of our

the calculated Stokes velocity, Vo, of the scattering particles.

this manner,

medium and

ú v¡Iow

mm/s

(o u') mm/s [(!,\ /
/Vo

@/
/Vn *

0.18 t.64 0.23

0.32 4.5 r.45 0.21 0.32

0.45 3.8 1.35 0.19 0.36

Table 1. Variance in velocity for a viscosity of 25.7 cP, and sedimentation velocity of 7.0
mm/s, the variance in velocity is -1l5 the sedimentation velocity and -1l3 the flow velocity.

There appears to be little dependence on volume fraction in both the flow

velocity and the velocity variance. This raises the possibility that our distribution of

beads was not as monodisperse as previously believed, or that the viscosity of the

solution was changing with time as the experiment progressed. The lack of

variation in the variance over the range of volume fractions studied is particularly

surprising in view of the results of Xue et al., who find a strong dependence on

volume fraction for a suspension of smaller, 15.5 ¡rm diameter, polystyrene spheres

The viscosity dependence of (Âr'(4) is shown in Fig 4.54, where we see that

the bead motion is strongly influenced by the viscosity, with the least viscous

solution causing the largest initial bead displacements. We have also plotted curves

proportion aI to 12 in Fig. 4.54 and. we see the mean square bead d.isplacements vary
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approximately as 
"2 

fo, all three viscosities.

expressions to extract the velocity variance

We have also fit these data to quadratic

and in Table 2 we present these results.

ry

cP

198 0.3

25.7 r.62

72.3 7.LT

Table 2. Dependence on
fraction of 6=9.2.

viscosity of the velocity variance at a volume

since the fluid flow is strongly influenced by the viscosity and a

causes slower bead dynamics, we expect all velocitíes to scale with

4.55, we see that within experimental uncertainty this is indeed the

higher viscosity

rlt, and, in Fig.

case.
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4.3.8 Conúå¡r¡.rous lnpuÉ Wave (aw)

This method was used to investigate the possibility of measuring fast
particle dynamics, meaning that we could extend the approach to low viscosity

solutions' The input waveform extended over a large enough time to be considered

continuous' we acquired data from a system using a solution of g0% glycerol in
water and a volume fraction of beads of 6 = g.4. Due to memory limitations of our
oscilloscope we could only detect the scattered signal for 50,000 point record-Iengths.

The oscilloscope, sampled at a rate of 2.5 MS/s, so that the amount of time over
which we could examine bead motion in any single record is 0.02s. we show five
records of the amplitude fluctuations in Fig. 4.56, and note that there is only about

one large fluctuation within each record. This means that the beads were moving
too slowly to properly demonstrate this method. Nevertheless, we attempted to
calculate the intensity autocorrelation function ftom 12 separate records, using
Eq.(10). The result of this calculation, ror a typical record, is shown in Fig. 4.52,

where we see that the correlation function decays to below zero and then turns up
dramatically' Although it is clear from the plot that the dynamics were too slow for
this sample to obtain very meaningful data, this preliminary experiment does

indeed demonstrate the feasibility of the technique in principar.
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4"8"4 Com.paríson of AaquisíÉion MeÉhods

A comparison of results from two acquisition methods is discussed here. We

compare data acquired using the pulsed input wave (fast-frame) method, with data

acquired using the boxcar integrator method. In both cases we used a

counterflowing solution of g0% glycerol. The comparison is shown in Fig. 4.58, and

we see the particle displacement curves obtained by each method are consistent with

each other at larger time shifts, although there is some divergence at early times.

The greater resolution available through the use of the boxcar integrator method is

clearly seen in this plot.
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ffi" ctNcr-UgrtNg

We have measured frequency, spatial and temporal correlation functions of

ultrasound transmitted through multiply scattering media of glass beads immersed

in a liquid. When analyzed using the diffusion approximation, each type of

correlation function yields unique information about the scattering media. From

frequency correlations, where \Me autocorrelate frequency fluctuations of the

transmitted sound in a single speckle, we obtain the coefficient of diffusion for

sound, D, and the absorption time ro. From the spatial correlation functions,

measured by autocorrelating the fluctuations in transmitted sound as a function of

position across the face of the samples, we obtain the speckle size of sound energy

emerging from the scattering media. The temporal correlation functions, calculated

by autocorrelating sound transmitted through a slurry of moving scatterers as a

function of time, yields information about the dynamics of the scatterers. This

information includes the mean square displacement of the scatterers as a function of

time, (ar2(r)), and the variance in scatterer veloci tv, (tVr) .

6. L Fv"eqtÃ.eway Cørrelæti.øw Stzødy

Frequency correlation functions of multiply scattered sound were found for

plane-wave input pulses and for input pulses focused to a point on the scattering

media which consisted of 1.0 mm d.iameter glass beads randomly close packed in

water' In each case correlation functions were measured for a range of sample
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thicknesses (2.5 < L/1" < 33, where tr is the sample thickness and l" is the scattering

mean free path), and determined over a variety of frequency ranges within the

bandwidth of the input pulse.

The temporal duration of the transmitted signal is a function of sample

thickness, since there are a greater number of scattering events available in a thick

sample, causing more attenuation in the transmitted signal emerging from thick

samples than from thin samples. Nevertheless the transmitted signals from all

sample thicknesses undergo rapid fluctuations in phase and amplitude due to the

interference of waves traveling different scattering paths. In samples that are thin

(where the thickness, L, is not much greater than the transport mean free path, l)
it is crucial to remove the ballistic signal (that has traversed the sample without

being scattered) before calculating the correlation functions.

The transmitted signal from thick samples has more rapid frequency

fluctuations, causing the correlation function to decay faster for thicker samples

than for thin samples.

The correlation functions calculated for frequency ranges I-2 MHz, 2-B MHz,

3-4 MHz and 1.2-3.8 MHz were shown to decay more rapidly for the lower

frequency range indicating a frequency dependence in the sound diffusion coefficient,

D, and the absorption time ro.

Diffusion theory describes the data very well for all but the thinnest sample

at all frequency ranges. In the thinnest sample, the pulse propagation is dominated

by the ballistic component and we find that this sample thickness is below the lower
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limit of applicability of the diffusion approximation. This break down between

diffusion theory and experiment is shown to occur at some sharp cutoff as the

sample thickness is reduced. We find this cutoff tobe L/1. - 4 for point-source and

L/f - 7 for aplane wave input.

Diffusion theory appears to break down in the point-source geometry for a

larger value of Z than in the plane-wave geometry. This is because a greater

distribution of paths is sampled in the plane-wave geometry than in the point-source

geometry, for samples of a given thickness, so that plane waves suffer a greater

number of scattering events before emerging from the sample than do waves

generated by a point-source.

We conclude that the frequency correlation data are represented by diffusion

theory very well as long as the sample thickness is greater than a well-defined limit.

However, for our current data we find that the analysis of frequency correlation

functions using the diffusion approximation is not as successful as the corresponding

analysis of the intensity profile in the time domain in unambiguously determining

the diffusion parameters D and ro,.

5.2 Spætiø,{, Cørv"eëøtf,øw Stwdy

Spatial correlation functions were measured using plane-wave sound

transmitted through samples of two different thickness, and for input waveforms of

three different frequencies. The samples consisted of 1.0 mm diameter glass beads

packed in water' The transmitted signal, as a function of position, exhibited

fluctuations in amplitude and phase with the width of the amplitude fluctuations
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corresponding to the size of the speckle. The phase of the speckle pattern remained

roughly constant over the size of each speckle, but changed abruptly between

speckles.

The correlation function was expected to decay faster with increasing

frequency since a shorter wavelength of the sound had been expected to result in a

smaller speckle size. This frequency dependence was observed.

We showed the speckle to have spatial extent on the order of the wavelength

of the input signal. However we observed little dependence on frequency in the

speckle size.

These experimental results are important for assessing the reliability of our

detection technique, using a hydrophone for making absolute measurements of the

transmitted intensity, where even a small variation in phase across the diameter of

the hydrophone would cause the magnitude of the signal to be slightly

underestimated.

Aìthough the experiments were able to determine the speckle size reliably,

the data were not sufficiently sensitive to investigate the small long-range

correlation effects in speckle pattern predicted by Feng.
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6" 8 Terwpøv"ø,f, Cøv"y"e&wtúøw Stuødy

We have demonstrated the feasibility of a new acoustic technique for measuring the

dynamics of strongly scattering materials. This technique, called Diffusing Acoustic

Wave Spectroscopy (DAWS), gives information about the relative motion of the

scattering particles by measuring the temporal fluctuations of multiply scattered

sound. Analysis of the autocorrelation function of these temporal fluctuations using

the diffusion approximation enables us to obtain information about the dynamics of

the scattering particles. We have developed three methods for making these

measurements, allowing us to make the first acoustic measurements of the time

dependence of the mean square displacements of glass beads moving in a fluidized

bed. Because each particle need only move a small fraction of a wavelength for its

motion to be detected, this technique allows the particle dynamics to be measured

with excellent sensitivity (three orders of magnitude less than the size of the

individual scattering p articles).

The first and second measurement techniques use a short pulse (-a ps) as an

incident signal. These two methods allow us to take advantage of the higher power

and better signal to noise characteristics of pulsed experiments. In pulsed Diffusing

Acoustic Wave Spectroscopy, we measure the fluctuations at a specific time in the

diffusive time profile corresponding to a specific path length by sampling the signal

at consecutive repetitions of the input pulse. One advantage of this approach is that

the sensitivity to the motion of the scatterers can be adjusted by selecting the path
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length. A second advantage is that the analysis of the correlation function is

simpler than in the more traditional continuous-wave methods.

In the first of these two methods, we measure a portion of the scattered

signal after each input pulse. The temporal resolution of the method is limited by

the ability of our equipment to acquire the scattered waveforms after consecutive

repetitions of the input pulse, limiting the technique to relatively slow particle

dynamics. (fhe fastest repetition rate we were able to achieve was about 10 ms.)

Because this technique allows us to sample a section of the full scattered. waveform

we \Mere able to measure both the phase and amplitude of the scattered signals,

opening up the possibility of exploring new ways to use this phase information to

achieve enhanced sensitivity in the future.

The second of the pulse methods allows us to probe much more rapid

dynamics. This method uses a boxcar integrator to sample the scattered signal at a

single 30 ns time interval in the diffusive time profile, which extends over several

tens of microseconds. This increases the rate at which data can be acquired for

successive repetitions of the input pulse, allowing us to measure temporal

fluctuations of the scattered sound with a temporal resolution that approaches the

limit imposed by the time taken for sound to diffuse through the sample (typically

50 to 100 prs in the current experiments).

The third method of measurement that we have developed is useful for

obtaining information from systems with faster particle dynamics. The input

waveform is a quasi-continuous wave (cw), having a pulse width of 200 ms which is

much greater than the time taken for sound to diffuse through the sample. Because
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of the motion of the scatterers the amplitude and phase of the scattered signal

fluctuates in time throughout the duration of the pulse, allowing the motion of the

particles to lie detected on timescales approaching the ultrasonic period (typically

several tenths of a microsecond).

We have used these techniques to study the dynamics of 0.5-mm-diameter

glass beads in a fluidized bed where the sedimentation of the beads is countered by

flowing a water/glycerol mixture vertically through the system. This system is ideal

for beginning to study the hydrodynamic properties of slurries. By analyzing the

measured temporal correlation functions using the diffusion approximation to

account for the transport of sound through the sample, we have measured the time

dependence of the mean square displacements of the beads. We find that the mean

square displacement varies quadratically with time, indicating that the bead motion

is not a stochastic process but results from inhomogeneous, deterministic, convective

flow. The magnitude of the å contribution provides a measure of the velocity

variance. We have investigated the dependence of the velocity variance on occupied

volume fraction of the beads and on the viscosity of the suspending fluid. While the

square root of the velocity variance depends inversely on the viscosity, as expected,

we find a surprisingly weak dependence on volume fraction, motivating further

research to investigate this behavior.
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6. APPENÐKCES

6. Í. 'Lppewd,i.æ 
g.^ Mxts ø,atù.røg øwøp{,åtwdes wwd. p&øø.ses

fv"ønø tv" øwsrw&tt e d fi.e I ds

Consider a transmitted signal, which we represent by S(t) = Acos(øt + f). We

multiply this by a sinusoidal reference signal, Rr(t) = sinat, where a¡ = 2nf, and / is

the central frequency of the original input pulse.

S(¿)n"(t) = A cos(a¡t + þ)sínatt

= Afcosottcosþ -sinøúsin ófsínat

= Afcosrtsinattcosþ- sin2 atsínú) (1)

= a[].i" zn,tcosþ -*O- coszø)sinø]

= - |sin 6 + 
lsinzattcos / + f; cosLøtsin ú

Similarly, we multiply S(t), by a cosine reference signal, R"(t):

s(r){(r) = Aco{d + þ)cosat

= Alcosøt cosþ - sinøt sinþlcosat

= llcos' at cosþ - sinat cosatt sinþ] e)

= ,[;G", zat +l)cos/ -]sinzøt, "/]
= !"oró + 4cos2at cosþ - lsinzatt 

sinó

We next digita[y filter Eqs. (1) and (2), with a low pass filter to remove signals at

Zail, so that the resulting signals include only the zero frequency components:
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cosine term = 4cosó = C2

sineterm =4rinó=S
2

where we have used C and ,S to denote the cosine and sine terms.

combine the two terms to extract the phase and amplitude:

/ =,""-'(-i),

(3)

for the phase, and

for the amplitude.

!¿'("or'þ+sin'þ)

We now simply

(4)

(5)
C'+52

A_
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